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Questionnaire and Replies.

Question I. - What are the characteristics of fortifications, fortified towns and fortified
works (with special reference to the extreme limit of their organisations) which must be con-
sidered as offensive and which constitute a threat to the national defence of the neighbouring
State ?

With regard to this question, the following must be taken into consideration:
(a) The possibility of accommodating troops and material for the purposes of an

attack;
(b) The range and efficacy of their artillery;
(c) Distance from the frontier.

Reply. - The Land Commission considers the " extreme limit " of the organisations of a
fortress to be the points at which the most advanced organisations of any kind capable of
firing are situated.

(a) Any fortress, owing to its considerable possibilities for lodging andprotectingtroops,
enables men and material to be held in reserve. It follows that, in addition to its defensive
importance, it must be regarded as having offensive possibilities, which are the more important
in proportion as the frontier is near.

(b) If the range of the artillery in the fortress is sufficient for effective fire across the
frontier of the neighbouring State, it will prejudice that State's defence. The effect against
that defence is naturally increased in the case of guns of large calibre.

(c) If a fortress is so close to the frontier that the troops assembled there can rapidly
cross the frontier of the neighbouring State by starting from the extreme limit of the fortress,
and if the range of the artillery enables it to fire across the frontier, the fortress must be regarded
as specifically offensive and threatening to national defence.

Question 2. - What are the characteristic features of fortifications, fortified towns and
fortified works (with special reference to the extreme limit of their organisations) which
constitute a threat to the civilian population of the neighbouring country ?

With regard to this question, the following must be taken into consideration:

(a) The moral effect on the population of the neighbouring country in peace time;

(b) The range and efficacy of their artillery, with special reference to populous
territories and to dense populations and to their vital centres and centres of communica-
tion;

(c) Distance from the frontier.

Reply. - (a) The qualities referred to under I are sufficient to be a considerable menace
to the population of the neighbouring State. The mere idea of a sudden and unforeseen
attack by the troops of the aggressor and the fear that the national defence may be paralysed
produces an unfavourable moral effect upon the civilian population.

(b) This menace is all the greater when, owing to the range and effectiveness of the
fortress's artillery, the life of the civilian population of the neighbouring State, its residential
and business places and its centres of communication are threatened, and when the frontier
territory in question is densely populated or industrial.

(c) As regards the distance of a fortress from the frontier, the remarks contained under
I (c) also apply as regards the threat to civilians.

Question 3. - What is the influence of the characteristics mentioned under i and 2, when

(a) The opponent has no permanent fortifications, fortified towns and fortified
works or has only weak fortifications, etc.;

(b) The opponent cannn rely only on prepared or improvised field. fortifications for the
defence ?

Reply. - (a) When there are no permanent fortifications or even weak fortifications on the
frontier territory of the neighbouring State, the qualities referred to under I and 2 are all the
more important in proportion as a surprise attack from a fortress close to the frontier, meeting
with no prepared resistance, might penetrate deeply into the country; it would thus be not
only most efficacious against national defence but also particularly threatening to civilians.

(b) The same remarks apply where the other party has only prepared or improvised
field fortifications, since the defensive power of such fortifications is much less than that of
permanent fortifications; the former, owing in particular to the possibility of a surprise attack
by a fortress close to the frontier, must be distant from the frontier and cannot be completed,
occupied and put in a state of defence within the time necessary.
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Conclusion.

It follows from the above that fortresses possessing such characteristics are of an
offensive nature, that they are specially efficacious against national defence and particularly
threatening to civilians.

Observations by the Afghan Delegation.

The Afghan delegation, in its declaration of April 26th, stated that:

"Although, generally, fortifications on the frontier lines of countries are constructed
for defensive purposes, those which may be situated opposite countries which have no
means of defence and no fortifications comparable with those of their neighbouring coun-
tries can more directly command the other's frontiers, and should be counted within
the sphere of aggressive means and measures."

At this time, when all the resolutions adopted by the Land Commission are in course of
being collectively submitted to the General Commission, the Afghan delegation reaffirms its
previous statement and emphasises that the very existence of strongly protected fortresses,
with their connected means of communication near the frontiers of a less-protected country
with no possible means of adequate communications, is efficacious against national defence
and threatening to the civilians of that neighbouring country, and this danger is further
increased by the possibility of a sudden attack being launched from such fortifications.

With this point of view, the Afghan delegation supports the above draft reply submitted
by the German delegation.

Observations by the Argentine Delegation.

The Argentine delegation does not consider it necessary to formulate, for its part, obser-
vations on the questionnaire submitted by the German delegation on the subject of fortifications
near frontiers, as the Argentine Republic has no permanent fortifications on the frontiers which
it has in common with Chile, Bolivia, Paraguay, Brazil, and Uruguay, respectively.

The Argentine Republic, faithful to its pacific sentiments, signed a treaty with the Republic
of Chile on July 23rd, I88I, delimiting their frontiers in the south, and in that treaty perpetual
neutrality and the free navigation of the Strait of Magellan for all the flags of the world are
established in the following terms:

" To secure this freedom and neutrality, no fortification or military defence work
capable of endangering the object in view shall be constructed "

Observations of the Belgian Delegation.

i. The Belgian delegation is of opinion that no permanent fortification is to be regarded
as particularly offensive or as representing a threat to the defence of the neighbouring State.

The military power of a State consists of two factors : its field army and its fortresses.
In order to conduct an offensive war and threaten the defence of the neighbouring State,

it is necessary to invade the territory of that State. In such an operation, only the field army
is concerned; fortresses, being fixed, have no appreciable influence.

On the other hand, in the conduct of a defensive war, the fortresses have to be reduced
by the aggressor just as much as the field army, and hence represent a factor highly favourable
to the national defence.

Fortresses are almost valueless in offensive warfare, but most valuable in defensive warfare,
because their reduction immobilises large attacking forces.

Consequently, the more purely defensive are the intentions of a country, the greater will

be the proportion of its resources that it devotes to fortresses; and, on the other hand, if its
intentions are aggressive, it will keep almost all its resources for the field army.

2. The Belgian delegation is further of opinion that the fortifications of a State do not
constitute a threat to the population of a neighbouring State unless the range of their artillery
enables it to fire across the frontier.

It must be observed that modern fortifications are provided with artillery only in very
small quantities, owing to its high cost, and that the calibre of such artillery seldom exceeds
I05 millimetres-i.e., the calibre of light field artillery.

Naturally, the sense of security of the civilian population of frontier areas is always less
great than that of the civilian population of the interior; but this is due, not to the frontier
fortresses, but to the assembling of the opposing field army, which is rendered possible by the
proximity of the frontier, and to the relative strength of that field army.
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Concentrations of troops and material can be carried out under the protection of frontier
garrisons with a speed and to an extent depending not on the fortresses but on the system of
communications leading up to the frontier.

Conclusion. - It follows that all fortresses are of a specifically defensive character, that
they favour the national defence, and that they are not intrinsically threatening to the civilian
population of the neighbouring State unless their artillery can fire across the frontier.

Observations of the Danish Delegation.

On the subject of fortifications, the Danish delegation would make reference to page 2,
paragraph 3 of its Memorandum of April I3th last (document Conf.D.II2), in which the
delegation explains its views.

Observations of the Spanish Delegation.

Sub-Commission A, in its report (document C.P.D.28, page I41), unanimously specified
the armaments which are only capable of being used for the defence of a State's territory.
The location of fortifications depends on topographical considerations, more especially the
position of the junctions and lines of communication between two neighbouring States.

Fortifications, considered in themselves, are defensive in character, but they may indirectly
favour the offensive by making it possible to economise forces in the fortified area and use them
en masse elsewhere.

The position of the most advanced forts, based on the above considerations, may be close
to the frontier, so that the ronanre of their artillery may enable them to fire on points in the
territory of the neighbouring country.

These possibilities are, generally speaking, reciprocal.

Observations of the French Delegation.

I. As the experts of Sub-Commission A of the Preparatory Disarmament Commission
unanimously recognised, " the following can only be used on the spot for the defence of a
State's territory : all parts of defensive systems which are in the nature of obstacles and
cover for troops; permanent works for the use of armaments, such as gun-platforms; and,
in exceptional circumstances, certain armaments which are in turrets or cupolas ',

It is therefore not possible to attribute apriori a " specifically offensive " character to a
permanent defensive system. The question can only arise as applied to the artillery in such a
system if that artillery should have a calibre grereater than the limit fixed for "specifically
offensive " artillery, regard being had to the possibility of rendering fixed artillery mobile,

2. Permanent defensive systems situated in the immediate vicinity of the frontiers-as
they generally are, because their normal purpose is frontier defence-could not be " specifically
threatening" to the national defence and civilian population of the neighbouring country
unless they were designed for that purpose.

The sites on which permanent defensive systems are constructed are determined, however,
by quite different considerations:

(a) They depend upon the ground, and are therefore placed where the ground is
most favourable to the defence;

(b) Their location depends primarily on the point (a large and important city, a
vital centre of communications, an industrial area, etc.) which they are intended to protect.
If this point is very close to the frontier, the system designed for its protection is also
necessarily close to the frontier.

3. The possibility of action by the garrisons or armaments of permanent defensive
systems on the territory or against the civilian population of a neighbouring State is
undoubtedly less than the possibility of action of troops that can be brought up into the
frontier zones only when needed. A State contemplating an attack, whose best chance of
success would be surprise, would have every interest in using, not the known and located
means of action in permanent defensive systems, but means of action brought up at great
speed with the aid of lines of communication prepared for that purpose, especially motor
transport.

4. Consequently, permanent defensive systems are not:

(a) The most specifically offensive,
(b) The most threatening to national defence,
(c) The most threatening to civilians,

within the meaning of the terms of reference given to the Land Commission by the General
Commission.
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Observations of the Italian Delegation.

I. Any fortification, fortified town or fortified work (with special reference to the
exterior limit of its organisation) situated close to the frontier should, as a general rule, be
regarded as defensive in character, seeing that its main object is to prevent the aggressor
from crossing the frontier, and that it thus constitutes a real obstacle intended to bar the most
dangerous lines of approach to the territory.

As a general rule, the fortifications of the two neighbouring countries are situated on such
lines of approach, owing to the fact that their situation is determined by the geographical
configuration of the frontier line.

2. In order that these fortifications may be considered exclusively defensive in character,
it is necessary, however, that the two neighbouring countries should possess approximately
the same number of fortifications, that the latter should be approximately equal in power and
that they should be situated, on either side, close to the frontier.

3. The defensive character of a country's fortifications becomes modified and the latter
gradually assume an offensive character when the fortified works of the neighbouring country
are much inferior in power, even to the extent of being non-existent, or when, for special
reasons, the said fortifications are so distant from the frontier as to leave a completely
undefended zone of territory outside the range of action of their armaments.

4. The offensive character of the fortifications does not, of course, lie in the whole
system of concrete or steel works, in view of their absence of mobility, but consists, on the
other hand, of the two elements contained therein-namely, the artillery or the troops for
which they may furnish a safe shelter during the process of concentration, a favourable point
d'appui for an offensive or counter-offensive and a base for the subsequent development of
operations.

5. Excluding the case referred to in number 2, in which it is clear that each system of
fortifications assumes a defensive character as against the action of the other, the offensive
character of a fortification is determined:

(a) By the effective protection of the process of concentration and the support of
troops to be employed in the offensive or counter-offensive;

(b) By the action of its own artillery of different calibres designed primarily to
destroy with ease the adversary's works with a low power of resistance and, secondly,
to support effectively (owing to the strong protection thus ensured) troops that are to be
used in the offensive;

(c) By actions designed as a menace to civilians when the fortress or fortified works
are so close to the frontier that their artillery can reach the closely populated industrial
centres or important centres of communication in the neighbouring territory.

To sum up:

i. Fortifications or permanent fortified works are, generally speaking, defensive in
character.

2. Frontier fortifications may, on the other hand, be regarded as more or less offensive
in character, and hence more specifically efficacious against national defence, when the territory
of the neighbouring State possesses no fortifications or permanent fortified works whatever, or
only possesses field works or improvised works, or possesses fortified works situated so far
inland as to be unable to protect the frontier zone over a given depth.

3. Frontier fortifications may be particularly threatening to civilians when the fortress
or fortified works are so close to the frontier that their artillery can reach those zones in the
territory of the neighbouring State over which thickly populated industrial centres are
scattered and which are also indispensable for the military organisation.

Observations by the United Kingdom Delegation.

The following observations upon the German proposal regarding fortifications are
submitted by the United Kingdom Delegation:

They draw attention to the speech of the United Kingdom delegate on June 2nd, which
pointed out that the German proposal was, in effect, not a question of the abolition of fortresses
near the frontier, but of a restriction of the right to station troops or guns in its vicinity.
The technical aspect of guns and their offensive possibilities has already been fully dealt with
by the Land Commission.

For these reasons, the United Kingdom delegation sees no utility in discussing the
questionnaire, nor do they find themselves able to accept the German proposal regarding
fortifications. They suggest that the latter should either be put to the vote without further
discussion, or that it should be forwarded to the General Commission with the names of
such delegations as find themselves able to support it.
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Series of Publications: I932.IX.48. Oficial No.: Conf. D. 123.

[Conf. D./C.A.34(I).]

Geneva, June 8th, 1932.

REPORT OF THE AIR COMMISSION TO THE GENERAL
COMMISSION.

Called for by that Commission's Resolution dated April 22nd, 1932.

Rapporteur: M. BOHEMAN (Sweden).

The questions put to the Air Commission by the General Commission's resolution of
April 22nd, I932, were the following:

What are the air armaments:

(a) Whose character is the most specifically offensive;
(b) Which are the most efficacious against national defence;
(c) Which are the most threatening to civilians ?

Although it was made clear in the discussions in the Air Commission that the offensiveness
of the air armaments, their efficacy against national defence, and the threat that they represent
to civilians vary considerably on account of the wide differences in the geographical position
of different countries, the location of their vital centres, and the state of their anti-aircraft
defences, and that any qualitative question in connection with air armaments is closely bound
up with quantitative considerations, the Commission found it possible to set down certain general
conclusions, which form Part I of this report. The Commission also undertook a technical study
of the efficacy and the use of air armaments. The results of this study form Part II of the present
report. Part III contains several comments in regard to Parts I and II, and Part IV contains
statements by various delegations, with an introduction.

PART I.

These conclusions are as follows:

I (a) All air armaments can be used to some extent for offensive purposes, without prejudice
to the question of their defensive uses.

If used in time of peace for a sudden and unprovoked attack, air armaments assume a
particularly offensive character. In effect, before the State victim of the aggression can take
the defensive measures demanded by the situation, or before the League of Nations or States
not involved in the conflict could undertake preventive or mediatory action, the aggressor State
might in certain cases be able rapidly to obtain military or psychological results, such as would
render difficult either the cessation of hostilities or the re-establishment of peace.

(b) Civil aircraft, to the extent that they might be incorporated into the armed forces of
a State, could in varying degrees subserve military ends.

(c) Independently of the offensive character which air armaments may derive from their
use, their capacity for offensive action depends on certain of their constructional characteristics.

(d) The possibilities of offensive action of aeroplanes carried by aircraft-carriers or warships
equipped with landing-platforms (or landing-decks) must be regarded as being increased by the
mobility of the vessels which carry them.

(e) The capacity for offensive action of air armaments resulting from such constructional
characteristics should first be considered from the point of view of the efficacy of such armaments
against national defence, and secondly from the point of view of the threat offered thereby to
the civilian population.
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EFFICACY AGAINST NATIONAL DEFENCE.

II (a) The aircraft forming a part of the air armaments of a country that may be regarded
as most efficacious against national defence are those which are capable of the most effective
direct action by the dropping or launching of means of warfare of any kind.

(b) The efficacy against national defence of an aircraft forming part of such armaments,
and considered individually, depends upon its useful load and its capability of arriving at its
objective.

(c) The efficacy against national defence of means of warfare of every kind launched from
the air depends upon the material effect which they are capable of producing.

THREAT TO CIVIL POPULATION.

III (a) The aircraft forming part of the air armaments of a country which can be regarded
as the most threatening to the civil population are those which are capable of the most effective
direct action by the dropping or launching of means of warfare of any kind; this efficacy depends
primarily upon the nature of the means of warfare employed and the manner in which they are
employed.

(b) The degree of threat to the civil population represented by an aircraft forming part
of those armaments, and considered individually, is in proportion to its useful load and its
capability of arriving at its objective.

(c) The means of warfare, intended to be dropped from the air, which are the most threatening
to the civil population are those which, considered individually, produce the most extended
action, the greatest moral or material effect; that is to say, those which are the most capable
of killing, wounding and immobilising the inhabitants of centres of civil population or of demo-
ralising them, so far as concerns immediate consequences, and so far as concerns future conse-
quences, of impairing the vitality of human beings. Among these means the Commission specially
mentions poisonous gases, bacteria and incendiary and explosive appliances.

IV. The useful load of aircraft and their capability of arriving at their objective are
determined by a large number of variable factors. Where useful load is concerned, the Air
Commission has noted among these variable factors, for purposes of examination, the unladen
weight, the horse-power and the wing area for aeroplanes, the volume and the horse-power for
dirigibles.'

PART II.

The offensive character of air armaments cannot be determined arbitrarily and must depend
on the examination of the conditions they must fulfil in order to be effective against whatever
objectives may be assigned to them, and on the defence requirements which they meet.

Moreover, the General Commission will not be in a position to take decisions relating to the
qualitative limitation of air armaments until the technical factors which are indispensable to
enable it to form a reasoned opinion have been brought to its notice.

The Air Commission accordingly submits the following considerations which seem to it to
meet the intentions of the General Commission. It would, however, emphasise that the figures
given in Section III below are purely for purposes of indication; they are not absolute, and in
no way bind the delegations in the matter of any proposals for qualitative limitation which they
may submit elsewhere.

I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

I. While the efficacy of air armaments against the different objectives which may be assigned
to them depends on the vulnerability of those objectives and the useful load 2 which the aircraft
can carry, on the other hand, the radius of action needed for such direct intervention and for
scouting operations, particularly at sea, and communications with and between overseas territories
depends essentially on the geographical situation and the special conditions of each country.

In particular, the effects of using air armaments cannot be the same for all countries; for
example, those with a small area, with their vulnerable points near the frontiers of other States,
and those surrounded by a wide expanse of water.

2. The efficacy of air armaments against national defence depends on the possibility, in the
event of an act of aggression, and independently of aerial means of defence, of their destroying

1 For the result of this examination see page 256.
2 By " useful load " is meant all that an aircraft can carry in addition to its " unladen weight ", as defined in

Annex I of this report.
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the obstacles to the advance of the aggressor, attacking lines of communication, centres of military
production and supply depots, air and naval bases, etc.

It is also necessary to examine the conditions governing the use of air armaments against
mobile forces and other objectives of the land and naval battlefield in order to decide whether
their offensive possibilities are greater than the requirements of defence.

3. The discussions of the Air Commission revealed the fact that for many countries the
effectiveness of air armaments against national defence was due principally to the circumstance
that aircraft could attack the vital centres of a State (towns, centres of population, etc.) and
weaken the internal resistance. Leaving aside considerations regarding international engagements,
it was thought desirable to examine the conditions governing their effectiveness.

II. SPECIAL POINTS.

For information purposes it should be noted that the useful load of the heaviest aircraft at
the present time is about 27,000 kg. for civil aircraft and 15,ooo kg. for military aircraft.

Observations relating to the General Conditions of Use.

I. At present, military aircraft must have a crew varying fron I to 5, together with the arms
and ammunition necessary for their own defence. Nevertheless, only aircraft seating more
than one and with a crew of at least three men to ensure their defence and an adequate radius of
action are capable of flying long distances over other countries and may, in certain cases, offer a
more offensive character than others.

2. The radius of action-that is to say, the total distance which can be flown-should take
into account not only the absolute distance of the objective but also the additional distance which
may have to be covered for tactical reasons or owing to atmospheric conditions.

In general, the radius of action necessary for air armaments depends on the special situation
of the countries concerned.

In particular, against countries of small area and great density of population, or against
countries whose vulnerable points are situated near their frontiers, air armaments might be
effective with a small radius of action, especially if they were employed against the vital centres
of these countries.

3. Under the normal conditions of inaccuracy of aerial aim at an objective of small dimen-
sions, results cannot be obtained by the launching of a single projectile, however powerful.

A single aircraft cannot hope to obtain appreciable results from its action except by launching
a salvo containing enough bombs to obtain at least one impact capable of causing serious damage.
The dimensions, the nature and resistance of the objective, the altitude of the aircraft, the nature
of the defence and the atmospheric conditions influence the precision of the bombardment and
determine the characteristics and number of the bombs which must be carried in one and the same
load.

If, however, the objective attacked is very extensive-in particular, when air armaments
take the centres of population of a country as their objective-precision of aim becomes less
necessary, and even aircraft of low power but in large numbers may prove very effective owing
to the moral, if not the material, results which they can obtain.

4. The effectiveness of attack by air against an objective increases with the number of aircraft
employed, provided that these aircraft taken individually are effective against that objective.

III. EFFECTIVENESS AGAINST NATIONAL DEFENCE.

A. Action against Permanent Fortifications.

As the greater part of air armaments are at present ineffective against permanent fortifica-
tions, it would be unreasonable to use a single military aeroplane in an attempt to destroy such
objectives.

It is pointed out, however:

(I) That aircraft capable of carrying a useful load of 5,000-6,000 kg. would be capable of
producing serious results against permanent fortifications.

(2) That aircraft capable of transporting a useful load of from 3,000-5,000 kg. would be capable
of producing appreciable results, in particular against dug-outs, but without decisive consequences.

B. Action against Vital Centres.

If, regardless of international engagements, air armaments are employed against vital centres
of population of a country, they may, both by the moral and material effects which they are
capable of producing, exercise very important indirect action against its national defence.

In general, this action may be all the greater, the smaller the country attacked and the denser
its population, or if the vital centres are situated near the frontier. It may even be of capital
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importance if it is directed against the works which, in certain cases, assure the life and existence
of a country against a permanent natural menace.

As, however, the centres of population form extensive objectives, particularly vulnerable to
the action of gas and especially incendiary bombs, and as the latter may cause very great damage
even with a small tonnage, all aircraft having a sufficient radius of action and capable of transporting
any useful load in addition to its pilot may, if such projectiles are employed, be effective against the
vital centres of a country.

C. Action against Lines of Communication.

In addition to direct action against convoys and troops upon the battlefield, which will be
examined below, aircraft may also be used against troops in centres of mobilisation and against
railway junctions and bridges. Where such objectives are in centres of population, aircraft
attacking them constitute a menace to the civilian population in the immediate vicinity.

To be effective against troops in centres of mobilisation, aircraft must have a tonnage at least
as great as those which can be used against columns on the march, and must be equipped with
bombs each weighing from 50 to Ioo kg.

To be effective against railway junctions and bridges, aircraft must carry the greatest
possible number of bombs of from Ioo to 500 kg. each.

D. Action against Munition Factories and Supply Depots.

Munition factories and supply depots which would become important objectives in the case
of prolonged warfare are not likely to be attacked by aircraft at the beginning of hostilities. At
that stage of the war the principal military objectives of the aggressor are the destruction of the
defence forces and the occupation of centres or lines of communication and of territory.

The aircraft best adapted for bombarding munition factories, etc., are similar to those required
for attacking lines of communication.

E. Action against Air and Naval Bases.

To be effective against military air bases, aircraft must be able to carry from 20 to 40 bombs
of from 50 to Ioo kg. Consequently, since the distance of one belligerent's air base from that of
another belligerent will make it necessary for them to have a radius of action of from I,200 to
I,500 km., they must carry a useful load of at least three tons.

To be effective against naval bases, aircraft must be able to carry from three to ten bombs
of about 450 kg. each. Their radius of action depends essentially on the geographical situation
of each country.

F. Use in Battle.

The use of aircraft in battle does not give them a specifically offensive character. They are
useful to the aggressor both to prepare his attack and to facilitate its development; but they
are indispensable to the defence, whether for the purpose of obtaining information as to the
dispositions of attack, in regard to which the assailant has the initiative, or for rapid intervention
by direct action to delay the progress of attacking columns advancing on open ground or to prevent
the offensive action of fleets.

I. Direct Action.

(a) Aircraft which can be effectively employed against objectives of the land battlefield
that are unprotected or only slightly protected, particularly against columns of troops in the open
or against convoys and means of transport and food-supply, must be capable of carrying 40 to
50 bombs of Io kg. or 20 to 30 bombs of 50 kg., and must have a radius of action of at least 500 km.
Their useful load must amount to between 1,200 and 3,000 kg. according to circumstances.

(b) To be effective against naval forces, aircraft must carry either a torpedo of 8oo-I,ooo kg.
or a load of bombs of at least 1,250 kg. for attacking surface vessels (i.e., 3 bombs of 450 kg. for
attacking capital ships, or 5 bombs of 250 kg. for attacking light vessels), and 600 kg. (4 bombs of
I50 kg.) for attacking submarines.

Their radius of action depends essentially on the geographical situation of each country.
The minimum radius of action enabling aircraft of coast or land bases to take part in defensive
operations of the fleet against coastal attack may be taken as about 1,500 km.

Such aircraft, with their crew of five, maritime equipment and military defence armament
(machine-guns), have a useful load of at least 4,500 to 5,000 kg.

2. Scouting Operations.

Certain aircraft used for scouting purposes must be capable of carrying a crew of at least
five persons and their own defensive armament, and should have a radius of action enabling
them to travel at least 500 km. from their bases over the land and at least I,ooo km. over the sea-
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that is to say, taking the wind into account, a radius of action of 1,200 to 2,500 km.; the useful
load which such aircraft must be able to carry is 3,000 to 6,500 kg.

G. Action of Pursuit (Chaser) Aeroplanes.

Pursuit (chaser) aeroplanes possess an offensive character when used to facilitate aggression
by bombing aeroplanes, but both meet defence requirements when used against an aggressor.

H. Miscellaneous Uses.

Certain aircraft needed for communication with and between overseas territories must have
a radius of action of at least 2,000 km. and must carry a crew of not less than 5, which, with the
reserves necessary for the safety of the machine and the crew, means a useful load of about four
or five tons.

Aircraft for the transport of troops, which are particularly useful for the maintenance of order
in peace-time in overseas territories, must also have a useful load of three to six tons.

IV. MENACE OF AIR ARMAMENTS TO CIVILIANS.

All aircraft, without alterations of any kind and whatever their tonnage, may constitute a
danger to civilians, whether used directly to attack civilians or against military objectives situated
in densely populated areas.

This threat is due chiefly to the fact that aircraft can make their action felt in the interior of a
country in zones beyond the radius of action of land and naval armaments. They can act against a
much larger part of the population; but, on the other hand, there is no doubt that the material
effects they are capable of producing in the zone of the battlefield are far less than those caused by
land or naval armaments.

Actually, the extent of the danger depends essentially on the nature of the projectiles used.
Projectiles containing harmful gases or bacteria, and incendiary projectiles, though of small tonnage,
may be highly efficient and produce a considerable moral effect. Explosive projectiles may produce
a more or less considerable moral effect, but they are not capable of causing serious material
damage unless used in large quantities.

PART III.

The conclusions in Part I of this report give rise to the following comments:

In the first place, the German delegation submitted an amendment referring to all the foregoing
conclusions, as follows:

" All military aviation, and especially the dropping of means of warfare of every kind
from the air, come into the three categories."

In order to specify the material of air armaments for this purpose, the German delegation,
oni the basis of the arguments advanced during the discussion, desired to supplement the above
amendment as follows:

" By military aircraft are to be understood all aircraft (e.g., aeroplanes, dirigibles, free
and captive balloons):

" (I) Which are identified by identity-marks as military aircraft, or
"(2) Which have military specifications: that is to say, installations to receive

means of warfare of every kind such as guns, machine-guns, torpedoes, bombs, or instru-
ments for aiming or launching such means of warfare, or

"(3) Which are manufactured for the armed forces of a country, or
" (4) Which are manned by a military pilot or a military crew having orders to

that effect, or
" (5) Which form part of the equipment of an armed force or are requisitioned

by such force. "

The primary reasons given by the German delegation for this amendment was that for a
country which has no means of anti-aircraft defence, either in the air or on the ground, all air
armaments without any distinction must be regarded as answering to the three questions put by
the General Commission's resolution.

A number of delegations which opposed the German proposal pointed out that only certain
air armaments could be regarded as answering to these questions, while other delegations, which
also could not see their way to accept the German proposal, expressed the view that in any case
different forms of air armaments answered to these characteristics in different degrees.

The German amendment was rejected by 22 votes to 7-those of Austria, Bulgaria, China,
Germany, Hungary, Turkey and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. In consequence of this
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vote, the Austrian and German delegations, though taking part in the discussion, abstained from
voting on points I (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), II (a), (b) and (c), and III (a), (b) and (c).

In connection with the conclusion numbered I (a), first paragraph, the Italian delegation
proposed the omission of the words: " without prejudice to the question of their defensive uses ".
As, however, this amendment was rejected by 18 votes to I2, the Italian, Turkish and Soviet
delegations made an explicit reservation against the retention of these words, on the ground that
the question of the use of air armaments for defensive purposes was outside the terms of the
General Commission's resolution.

After a discussion in some detail, the Commission, not wishing to go at present into the question
of the internationalisation or control of civil aviation, adopted conclusion I(b), with the two absten-
tions already mentioned. The Hungarian delegation made a declaration maintaining that the
civil aircraft of a country which has no military aircraft cannot be incorporated in its armed
forces. The Soviet delegation made a declaration to the effect that it held that all military aircraft
were specifically offensive in character, whether they were built specially for military purposes or
were subsequently converted to such purposes; and that it saw no need to mention civil aircraft
in the report, as they could not be regarded as a weapon.

Conclusion I(d) was adopted by I6 votes to 2 (United States of America and Portugal). In
consequence of this vote, the United States delegation made the following declaration:

" The delegation of the United States considers that the statement in Paragraph I (d)
as to the increased possibility of offensive action of ship-based aircraft is inappropriate for
inclusion in a report which deals with aircraft generally and which does not otherwise discuss
specific types of aircraft or the influence of the base of action upon their offensive capabilities.

"One of the tests already contained in the report is that of capability of arriving at an
objective. Thus the mobility feature of ship-based aircraft if already taken into account and
any further reference in the report which might give the impression that individual ship-based
aircraft are more specifically offensive than individual aircraft taking off from bases close
to land frontiers is misleading."

The Portuguese delegation associated itself with this declaration, and the United Kingdom
delegation stated that it shared the views therein expressed.

As regards the egicacy of air armaments against national defence, the following delegations:
South Africa, Argentine Republic, Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, United Kingdom, Canada, Chile,
Czechoslovakia, France, Greece, India, Japan, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Roumania,
United States of America and Yugoslavia, voted for the inclusion in the text of the following
statement:

"The air armaments most efficacious against national defence may also in certain
circumstances be the most efficacious for their own national defence. 

Twenty-two other delegations-Afghanistan, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, China, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway,
Persia, Siam, Spain, Sweden, Turkey and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics-though they did
not deny the truth of this statement, considered that it was unnecessary to insert it in the reply
to the General Commission.

In its consideration of the question of the threat to civilians constituted by air armaments,
the Commission constantly bore in mind the existence of certain international undertakings for
the protection of civilians in time of war. It considered, however, that its reply to the questions
asked by the General Commission must be prepared solely from the point of view of technical
possibilities, and apart from any legal or political considerations.

During the discussion on the question as to which criterion or criteria should be adopted among
those considered by the Commission and set out under IV of Part I-namely, unladen weight,
horse-power and wing area for aeroplanes, volume and horse-power for dirigibles-a profound
difference of opinion was anifested in the Commissio. It was generally felt that there were
great difficulties in the way of establishing formulae which, in view of the constant progress
made in technique, were subject to modification. It was nevertheless agreed that unladen
weight was an essential criterion for aeroplanes and volume for dirigibles and must be adopted.

A provisional definition of unladen weight was unanimously accepted by the Commission,
and figures as Annex I to the present report.

Eighteen delegations-South Africa, Australia, United Kingdom, Canada, Czechoslovakia,
Estonia, France, India, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Roumania,
Siam, the United States of America, Yugoslavia-considered that for purposes of practical compari-
son unladen weight alone was an adequate criterion. They held that the addition of two other
criteria for aeroplanes would considerably complicate the question owing to the facility with which
wing area and especially horse-power could be modified. They added that they thought it impos-
sible to obtain a satisfactory definition of horse-power and to form a practical estimate of its value
and of the value of wing area, and, further, that the adoption of these two criteria might hinder
the sound development of technique.
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Twenty-one delegations--Afghanistan, Argentine, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Chile, China, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Mexico, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics-held that unladen weight alone
was inadequate, and that horse-power and wing area should also be adopted. Certain of the
delegations mentioned above considered that in dividing aeroplanes into categories it was necessary
to take into consideration, not only the unladen weight, but also the horse-power and the ratio
between horse-power and wing area, as criteria of equal value. They pointed out that unladen
weight as the sole criterion could not give satisfactory results, since, even were the unladen weight
constant, the useful load could vary considerably if there were a more powerful engine or a different
wing area.

As regards the definitions of horse-power and wing area, the Commission's discussions have
shown that sufficient light has not yet been thrown on the technical aspect of these questions to
enable a number of the delegations in favour of the three criteria to express an opinion on the
definitions to be established for the two criteria mentioned above.

As regards horse-power, certain of those delegations referred to the conclusions of the report
of the Committee of Experts to fix rules for the adoption of a standard horse-power measurement
for aeroplane and dirigible engines (document C.259.M.II5.I 93I), while the Italian delegation
submitted a slightly different definition, which is annexed (Annex III) to the present report.

As regards wing area, proposed definitions have been furnished by the Spanish and Italian
delegations and figure as Annexes II and III to the present report.

Certain delegations who declared themselves in favour of the three criteria added that they
considered that both horse-power and wing area could be computed with sufficient accuracy
(though less accurately than unladen weight) to enable them to be effectively used in the compara-
tive measurement of the useful load of aircraft, and that three criteria, however imperfect,
would be more reliable than one.

Other delegations among the group favouring the three criteria considered that the question
whether a single criterion should be adopted or whether the two others should be added as
auxiliary criteria could not be finally settled until the Commission had come to a definite decision
as to the figures to which those criteria would apply.

*

The technical study of which Part II consists was undertaken as the outcome of a question-
naire and draft reply thereto submitted by the French delegation.

The result of this study was not included in the report until a vote had been taken by the
Air Commission, 23 delegations (South Africa, the Argentine, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, United
Kingdom, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Finland, France, India, Japan, Latvia, Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Siam, Spain, Sweden, United States of America, Yugoslavia) voting
in favour of its inclusion and 12 against (Afghanistan, Austria, Bolivia, Bulgaria, China, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Mexico, Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics). The reasons
which led the minority to vote against it are clearly shown by the general reservations of the
Austrian, Bulgarian, German, Hungarian, Italian and Soviet delegations.

Among the delegations which voted in favour of the inclusion of the study in question in the
report or who abstained, the delegations of Belgium, Brazil, Denmark, Estonia, Mexico, Nether-
lands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland made reservations in regard to the
figures given in this part of the report, and also stated that they entirely reserved their opinions
as to the conclusions to be drawn from the findings contained therein.

PART IV.

Although certain delegations maintained that in view of the General Commission's three
questions it was impossible to draw a distinction between the different kinds of air armaments,l
it will nevertheless be seen from its deliberations that the Commission was unanimously of opinion
that air bombardment is a grave threat to civilians.

In this connection, certain delegations which were in favour of the absolute prohibition of
air bombardment contemplated the possibility of designating bombing aeroplanes as the most
specifically offensive air arms, the most efficacious against national defence, and the most threaten-
ing to civilians. The Commission was unable to accept this solution, however, for the following
reasons: The technical explanations given in different quarters have shown that bombing aero-
planes cannot simply be designated by name, as the same aeroplanes may be used for entirely
different purposes. Thus, in several important countries, exactly the same aeroplanes form part
of bombing and scouting units.

After considering the aeroplanes at present in service in the air armaments of different
countries, however, certain delegations thought it would be possible to fix a limit based on technical

1 Declarations by the delegations of Austria, Bulgaria, Germany and Hungary (see pages 252 and 253) and
of Persia (see page 255).
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data, above which the majority of aeroplanes were, in the opinion of these delegations, specially
suitable for air bombardment. 1

It should be noted that one delegation put forward definite proposals suggesting a very low
limit, based on technical data, above which it considered that all military aviation answered to
the General Commission's three criteria. 2

Finally, it should be noted that one delegation proposed to classify among arms which are
the most offensive, the most efficacious against national defence, and the most threatening to
civilians, all kinds of air bombs and all appliances for the aiming and launching of such bombs. 3

DECLARATION BY THE GERMAN DELEGATION.

I. Reservation relating to the Findings contained in Part I of the Report.

The German delegation was not in a position to accept the " findings " of the Air Commission's
report. The Air Commission, in accordance with the General Commission's decisions, should have
considered what are the arms which, in view of their specific character, are most likely to lead
rapidly to success, assuming that a State adopts a policy of armed aggression.

The German delegation considers that military aviation as a whole should be regarded as
aggressive from this point of view. This consideration applies in particular to a country which
possesses no military air force, or which has already abolished it by disarmament, and which
has also no means of defence against aircraft either in the air or on the ground. In view of the
situation of such a country, the German delegation considers that it is not possible to draw a
distinction between the different categories of air arms according to their more or less offensive
character, or their greater or lesser efficacy against national defence, or their greater or lesser
threat to civilians. In the case of such a country, the air arm as a whole, without any distinction,
comes, for purely technical reasons, under the three heads into which the question raised by the
General Commission is divided. Germany, who was disarmed under the Treaty of Versailles, also
bases her conception on the technical disarmament clauses which form part of that treaty.

The German delegation also wishes to point out that, in compiling its report, the majority
of the Air Commission considered that the offensive character of air arms could only be determined
after an examination of the degree of their efficacy against national defence and the extent of the
threat constituted by them to civilians. However, after carrying out this examination, the Air
Commission failed to reply to the first and most important of the questions asked by the General
Commission, and did not reach any definite decision as to the arms which have a specifically
offensive character.

Lastly, the German delegation considers that means of warfare of every kind capable of being
launched from the air should be regarded in general as specifically offensive, particularly efficacious
against national defence, and specially threatening to civilians. This applies a fortiori to a country
without any anti-aircraft defence.

II. Reservations concerning Part II of the Report.

With reference to the foregoing reservation, the German delegation states that:

At the plenary meeting of the Air Commission the German delegation stated that it was
opposed to the proposal to submit the General Commission's three questions to a thorough
examination by a discussion of the French questionnaire--a procedure which would take a good
deal of time in view of the necessity of clearing up these problems from the point of view of the
science of warfare. It considered that this study was unnecessary in order to give a clear and
adequate reply to the questions put by the General Commission. However, the Air Commission
having decided that the French questionnaire should be discussed by a sub-committee, and the
French delegation having itself submitted a draft reply to that questionnaire, the German delegation
endeavoured, with a view to co-operating in this examination, to amend the draft reply in order to
take into account the position of countries which do not possess any military air force, and have
no means of defence against aircraft.

Since the second point of this report as it results from the somewhat brief discussions in the
Sub-Committee does not take into account the position of those countries, the German delegation
does not consider it possible to accept this point.

DECLARATION BY THE AUSTRIAN DELEGATION.

In the course of the discussion in the Air Commission, the Austrian delegation demonstrated
that in certain conditions the capacity of an aircraft to attain its objective is decisively increased.
In Austria's case, this increased capacity results from the present geographical and military
circumstances of the country. These circumstances confer an offensive character even on aircraft

1 Declaration of Belgium, Mexico, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland (see page 253).
° Italian declaration (see page 254).
3 Netherlands declaration (see page 255).
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which would be completely unfitted to act against the national defence or the civil population of
another country.

Consequently it is impossible to make a general classification of aircraft corresponding to the
three questions put by the General Commission.

The Austrian delegation urges that it is absolutely essential to take into account the present
circumstances of each individual country, if any accurate definition of the offensiveness of aircraft
is to be arrived at.

The Austrian delegation therefore associates itself with the reservation made by the German
delegation.

DECLARATION BY THE BULGARIAN DELEGATION.

The Bulgarian delegation considers that the answers to the three questions put by the General
Commission present a different aspect in the case of countries which have no military air force
and no anti-aircraft defence, thus:

i. For countries which have no anti-aircraft defence, all military aircraft are covered
by the three criteria laid down by the General Commission.

2. For countries which have no military air force, it is very difficult, if not impossible,
to make use of civil aircraft, owing to the absence of personnel trained for the purpose.

DECLARATION BY THE HUNGARIAN DELEGATION.

From the beginning of the proceedings in the Air Commission, the Hungarian delegation has
felt that the Commission was working on lines that could not lead to a satisfactory result. Instead
of enquiring into the fighting force represented by the air arm as a whole and the destruction which,
as a whole, it is capable of causing, the Commission has devoted chief attention to highly
complicated technical details which have, no doubt, great scientific value, but whose relation to
the problem set is exceedingly vague.

The essential object of the Disarmament Conference should be to bring under international
regulation all such arms as are calculated to favour sudden and unexpected attacks. Now it is
not unreasonable to ask whether there is any arm possessing more properties calculated to favour
such attacks than the air arm as a whole. Convinced that this was so, the Hungarian delegation
associated itself with the German proposal, and deeply regrets that that proposal was not accepted
by the majority of the Commission.

The Hungarian delegation has continued none the less to take part in the proceedings of the
Air Commission, in the hope that its collaboration might induce the Commission to decide upon
an acceptable text.

Unhappily, the proposals that the Hungarian delegation had the honour to put forward during
the discussion were not accepted by the Commission. The latter decided to submit to the General
Commission a reply which, in the Hungarian delegation's view, cannot result in a radical reduction
of air armaments. The Hungarian delegation therefore sincerely regrets that it was unable to
accept the texts established by the Commission and was forced to vote both against the conclusions
in Part I of the report and against the inclusion of Part II in the report.

The Hungarian delegation must therefore again state that:

" For Hungary, who is disarmed in the air and excessively vulnerable to air attacks,
aircraft as a whole constitute:

" The most offensive of all weapons;
"A weapon that could easily crush her too feeble national defence, and that would

expose:

" (a) Her civil population, deprived of anti-aircraft defence, to certain death;
" (b) Her capital and her industrial areas, situated only a few kilometres from the

frontier, to complete destruction; and
" (c) All movement on her system of communications to an abrupt stoppage."

DECLARATION BY THE DELEGATIONS OF BELGIUM, MEXICO, THE NETHERLANDS, PORTUGAL,

SPAIN, SWEDEN AND SWITZERLAND.

The delegations of Belgium, Mexico, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, 1 Sweden 1 and
Switzerland 2:

Having examined a large number of aeroplanes at present in use in various countries
with a view to finding numerical criteria to determine what aeroplanes come under the three
categories indicated by the General Commission-namely:

The most specifically offensive,
The most efficacious against national defence,
The most threatening to civilians,

1 The Spanish and Swedish delegations state that their participation in the attempts to find as precise as possible
a technical reply to the questions asked by the General Commission does not prejudice their attitude regarding the total
abolition of military aviation, accompanied by the internationalisation or strict control of civil aviation.

2 The Swiss delegation had in mind a lower figure for the limit proposed under (I) - namely, 1,200 kg.
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have come to the following conclusions:

(I) There is a limit, based on technical data, above which almost all aeroplanes possess
the three characteristics mentioned above,

(2) There is a limit below which no aeroplane can be deemed to possess these three
characteristics;

(3) For aeroplanes the characteristics of which lie between the two limits, it is
impossible to lay down a simple rule enabling those possessing the three above-mentioned
characteristics to be distinguished with certainty.

The limit under (I) might be fixed at an unladen weight of i,5oo to 1,600 kg. (with the addition
of 300 to 400 kg. for seaplanes).

The limit under (2) might be fixed, in general, at an unladen weight of 600 kg., a horse-power
of 200, and a wing area of 25 sq.m., on the understanding that any aeroplane exceeding any one
of these three limits would come under the category of (3) above.

RESERVATION BY THE ITALIAN DELEGATION.

The Italian delegation took no part in the discussion and drafting of the second part of the
report.

It considers that the statements and figures given in this part do not correspond to the present
situation of mobilisable military aviation, and that, by leading the General Commission astray,
they render more difficult the decisions which it will be called upon to take.

The Italian delegation considers that, among the means of aerial warfare at the disposal of
military aviation, the following should be regarded as being the most specifically offensive, the
most efficacious against national defence, and the most threatening to civilians:

(I) Dirigibles of any volume whatsoever.

(2) Aeroplanes seating two persons and over; always excepting two-seater aeroplanes
used in schools, provided that their unladen weight does not exceed 400 kg. and the horse-
power Ioo, and that the ratio between horse-power and wing area is not less than 4 to the
square metre.

(3) Seaplanes seating two persons and over, always excepting two-seater seaplanes
used in schools, provided that their unladen weight does not exceed 450 kg. and their horse-
power Ioo, and that the ratio between horse-power and wing area is not less than 4 to the
square metre.

(4) Aeroplanes which, although single-seaters, are of over 650 kg. unladen weight, over
200 h.p. and with a ratio between horse-power and wing area of less than I6 to the square
metre.

(5) Single-seater aeroplanes of unladen weight less than 650 kg., which, although of
horse-power between 200 and Ioo, have a ratio between horse-power and wing area less than
that obtained by linear interpolation:

Between I6 and 12 h.p. to the square metre for machines of horse-power between
200 and 150;

Between I2 and 5 h.p. to the square metre for machines of horse-power between
I50 and Ioo.

(6) Seaplanes which, although single-seaters, are of over 700 kg. unladen weight, over
200 h.p. and with ratio between horse-power and wing area less than 16 to the square metre.

(7) Single-seater seaplanes of unladen weight less than 700 kg., which, although of horse-
power between 200 and Ioo, have a ratio between horse-power and wing area less than that
laid down in paragraph 5.

DECLARATION BY THE BOLIVIAN DELEGATION.

In accordance with the declaration made by the Bolivian delegation at a plenary session of
the Air Commission, it makes a reservation regarding the whole idea of figures; this reservation
is due to Boliva's special geographical situation, and in particular to its altitude (averaging 4,000
metres). The delegation would merely point out that the fixing of figures would have a negative
value where aircraft beginning to operate at that altitude were concerned.

DECLARATION BY THE CHINESE DELEGATION.

The Chinese delegation, in view of the fact that the Air Commission is to submit its report
to the General Commission without achieving a unanimous decision, wishes to place on record the
following declaration:

The Chinese delegation maintains its original standpoint that all military aircraft are
by nature offensive armaments, while bombing aeroplanes are armaments whose character is
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most specifically offensive, most efficacious against national defence, and most threatening
to civilians, thus combining all the three characteristics mentioned in the General Commission's
resolution of April 22nd, 1932.

The Chinese delegation considers that the proposal of the Belgian, Mexican, Netherlands,
Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish and Swiss delegations (see page 253), which provides for the
division of all military aeroplanes into three categories, is acceptable. It is, however, of the
opinion that the limit fixed in the said proposal is somewhat high. The Chinese delegation is,
in this connection, inclined to support the suggestion of the Swiss delegation that the limit
set for unladen weight should be 1,2o0 kg. instead of 1,500 to I,600 kg., in the interest of those
countries whose air defence is still inadequate and whose undefended towns and cities are
in consequence exposed to the dangers of aerial bombardment.

The Chinese delegation would further reiterate its proposal that all aerial bombardment
as a means of carrying on civilised warfare should be abolished (see document Conf.D.88).

DECLARATION BY THE FRENCH DELEGATION.

The French delegation considers that the statements of fact contained in the second part of the
Commission's report show how impossible it is from the technical point of view to draw a clear
dividing line between defensive aircraft and those more specifically offensive in character. Even if
it is possible to fix a limit above which aircraft cannot be considered purely defensive, there is on
the other hand a whole zone covering both specifically machines threatening to the civil population
and machines indispensable for national defence.

The French delegation would state that these were the considerations which led it to submit
its proposals of February 5th last, and to fix for the capacity of aircraft two series of limits which
it has reserved the right to define later: the first-the higher-above which no machine may be
retained in a national air force; the second-the lower-below which the use of military aircraft
shall be subject only to those restrictions arising out of the quantitative limitation provided for
in the convention to be drawn up and already laid down in the Preparatory Commission's draft.

All the aircraft included between these two limits, whether their predominant character be
offensive or defensive, may only be retained by national air forces subject to a preliminary
undertaking to place such machines at the disposal of the League of Nations in the event of the
application of Article I6 of the Covenant.

DECLARATION BY THE NETHERLANDS DELEGATION.
On Part I.

The Netherlands delegation considers that bombing aircraft, all types of aerial bombs, and all
instruments for aiming or launching such bombs, should be designated as weapons most specifically
offensive, most efficacious against national defence, and most threatening to civilians.

On Part II.

The Netherlands delegation states that the division of the load of bombs required for effective
action against a certain objective among as large a number of areoplanes as possible would result
in lower tonnage figures for aircraft than those given in the report. These figures would be still
further decreased if the radius of action of aircraft were reduced.

DECLARATION BY THE PERSIAN DELEGATION.

Since the Persian delegation has, since the outset of the Commission's work, made it clear that
it is in favour of the abolition of military aviation provided civil aviation be regulated by
international statute, it is impossible for it to express an opinion on the aggressive character of
military aviation alone, since the General Commission has as yet taken no decision regarding civil
aviation. For this reason, the Persiar delegation abstained from voting on Part II of the report.

DECLARATION BY THE DELEGATION OF THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

As the moment has come to draw conclusions from the Air Commission's work carried out in
response to the three questions asked by the General Commission, the Soviet delegation feels bound
to make the following declaration:

" (I) The Air Commission has not found it possible to recognise the soundness of the
statements of certain delegations-among them the Soviet-that all military aviation comes
under the head of the General Commission's questionnaire. Nevertheless, the Air Commission
has not indicated the limits above which military aeroplanes acquire the properties which
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bring them into the category of armaments envisaged in the General Commission's
questionnaire.

" (2) The drafting of certain articles, as well as certain statements in the report, which,
moreover, exactly correspond to the declarations made by the different delegations, show
that the majority of the Commission considers that air armaments are only offensive and
threatening to national defence and the civil population when used for purposes of aggression
or attack on specified localities. The Soviet delegation is firmly opposed to this point of
view, considering that it is the technical characteristics of aircraft which determine the
offensive properties of military aviation, and that the very existence of military aircraft,
as well as of aerial bombs and other means of warfare intended to be dropped or launched
from the air, are a danger to national defence and constitute a threat to the civil population.

" (3) For the above reasons the Soviet delegation is unable to support the view that the
offensive character of military aviation can only be determined after a review of the possibilities
of its employment for defensive purposes. The Soviet delegation feels that it is the Air
Commission's duty to determine the aggressive characteristics of air armaments, and not to
defend such armaments by mere reference to the various possibilities of their defensive use.

" (4) The references to be found in the report to the necessity for taking into account
the geographical situation and special circumstances of each country, as well as atmospheric
conditions and other factors, seem to the Soviet delegation to be an attempt to divert the
questions asked by the General Commission into a discussion very far removed from the
concrete task assigned to the Air Commission.

"(5) Without raising any objection to the view of the majority of the Commission that
aeroplanes become more aggressive and dangerous to national defence and the civil population
with any increase in their useful load (provided they be considered singly), the Soviet delega-
tion, basing its view on a technical study of the properties of military aircraft, once more
declares that all military aircraft clearly come within the three categories referred to by the
General Commission. The Soviet delegation is thus the less able to support the view that
only large bombing aircraft should be considered offensive, even if the figures contained
in the report are only given for purposes of indication. It feels that such a classification is
far removed from reality, and can but prejudice qualitative disarmament.

" In view of the foregoing, the Soviet delegation desires to state that the Air Commission,
in confining itself to general statements, has failed to reply to the three questions asked by the
General Commission. The Soviet delegation is therefore obliged to continue, in the General
Commission, to defend its view as expressed in the present declaration as well as in earlier
discussions."

Annex I.

DEFINITION OF UNLADEN WEIGHT.

The unladen weight of an aeroplane is the weight of the aeroplane complete with all the
elements necessary for flying but without crew, fuel, oil, cooling liquids, or military equipment.

The unladen weight of an aeroplane comprises exclusively the weights of the following parts:

Complete aeroplane without engine (wings, movable or fixed, without safety slots, fuselage
or hull, undercarriage or floats);

Power plant or plants complete; empty motor or motors 1, propeller or propellers with
all the necessary accessories 2 required for their immediate operation and control;

1 The empty motor comprises the motor proper with all the accessories necessary for its immediate operation,which
form an integral part of it-that is to say:

Carburettor, with controls, feed pipes, ignition and connections, cooling liquid and oil pumps with piping
on the motor, charging or supercharging gear forming part of the motor, various attachments for revolution counters
and auxiliaries forming part of the motor, reduction gear and propeller hub.

2 Accessories to power plant:
(a) Motor controls complete.
(b) Fixed self-starters and accessories, starting magneto, claws and handles, and tanks.
(c) Fuel supply system; pumps not forming part of the motor, piping accessories, intermediate tanks, and

various indicators.
(d) Lubrication system; pipes not forming part of the motor, radiators, shutters and controls.
(e) Cooling system; piping not forming part of the motor, radiators, shutters and controls, ventilators and

ventilator shutters in the case of air-cooled motors, and their controls.
(/) Transmissions of propellers.
(g) Accessories; various instruments, revolution-counters, and fixed extinguishers.
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Empty tanks, with release or drainage appliances (if any), but excluding supplementary
tanks.

Permanent fixtures required for mounting instruments and equipment of all kinds.

Annex II.

DEFINITIONS OF WING AREA PROPOSED BY THE SPANISH DELEGATION.

First Definition.

The wing area. is that of the lifting areas contained in the wing unit, wing flaps included,
in its maximum extension.

Second Definition.

The wing area is the geometrical area of the projection of each lifting area contained in the
wing unit, wing flaps included, on the plane of their greatest extension.

Annex III.

DEFINITION OF HORSE-POWER AND WING AREA PROPOSED BY THE ITALIAN DELEGATION.

Horse-power.

The power index of an engine. given by the Experts' formula in document C.25 9 .M.115.I 93 I
might be adopted as a first approximate criterion for qualitative disarmament purposes.

This formula is W, \/K.U, P
The Italian delegation considers, however, that it would be desirable to improve the method

by adopting for the constant K different values according to the basic types of engines and to
take into account in measuring the weight the material used in the fixed parts.

It therefore proposes the constants K1 and K2 for liquid-cooled engines with and without
reduction gear respectively; K3 and K4 for air-cooled engines with and without reduction gear
respectively; K5 and K6 for Diesel engines, liquid and air cooled respectively.

For surcharged engines these values will have to be multiplied by a coefficient depending
on the supercharging system and the degree of compression produced by the supercharger.

NOTES.

i. Liquid-cooled engines are distinguished from air-cooled engines because in measuring the weight due allowance
cannot be made for the radiators.

2. The values K1 , K2, K,, etc., and the supercharging coefficient cannot be fixed until the maximum value of the
horse-power has been determined, and in fixing these values technical and statistical considerations will be taken as bases.

It is also desirable to establish the equivalence between aluminium alloys and magnesium alloys used in the fixed
parts (about 1.4), in order that a change from one of these materials to the other may not unfairly affect the measurement
of the horse-power.

3. The Diesel engine will no longer be handicapped if it is considered separately.

Wing Area.

(I) The supporting surface of a wing mounted on an aeroplane is the normal projection
of its perimeter on a plane passing through the chord traversing the span centrally and perpendi-
cular to the longitudinal plane of symmetry of the aeroplane.

(2) The wing area of an aeroplane is the sum of the supporting surfaces in its wing unit.

NOTES.

I. The surface of the ailerons in the rest position is included in the wing area.
II. In the case of wings having a safety beak, the projection of the wing itself must be taken with the safety beak

in the rest position.

III. In the total, the surfaces must be calculated in excess per square metre. Wings which are partly or wholly
cut away to allow for the fuselage or nacelles, etc., are regarded as continuous.

IV. In the case of a wing with a variable area, the area must be calculated at its maximum extension.
V. Horizontal tail units and any other supporting surfaces included in the air frame are excluded, provided that

their total surface, calculated in the same way as that of the wings, does not exceed x% of the wing area of the wing unit.
VI. The wing profile chord mentioned in the definition is that established by the C.I.N.A. at its sixth meeting

(March 1924) and communicated to the Council of the League of Nations.
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PROPOSAL OF THE GERMAN DELEGATION CONCERNING

QUALITATIVE DISARMAMENT.

The General Commission;
Having noted the reports submitted by the Land, Naval and Air Commissions, and by the

Special Committee on Chemical and Bacteriological Weapons concerning the execution of the
task which the General Commission had entrusted to them by its resolutions of April 22nd and
May ioth, 1932, with the object of assisting it in determining how the principle of qualitative
disarmament might be applied;

Recalling its resolution of April I9 th, I932, under the terms of which the present Conference
is to accomplish the first decisive stage in a general reduction of armaments to the lowest possible
level;

Recalling the questions raised in its resolution of April 22nd, with a view to the practical
application of the principle of qualitative disarmament adopted by it;

Being of opinion that the first two of these questions could be most usefully answered by
interpreting them as follows:

" Supposing that one State either (a) adopts a policy of armed aggression, or (b) under-
takes offensive operations against another State, what are the weapons which, by reason
of their specific character, and without prejudice to their defensive purposes, are most likely
to enable that policy or those operations to be brought rapidly to a successful conclusion ? "

Decides:

That qualitative disarmament shall include:

A. Land armaments:
(I) Artillery material of a calibre of more than approximately Ioo mm. or of a useful

range of more than 15 km.;
(2) Tanks of every kind and armoured cars capable of moving across any terrain;

(3) Armoured mobile cupolas and armoured trains equipped with artillery material
of a calibre of more than Ioo mm. approximately or of a useful range of more than I5 km.

(4) Fortresses, field-works and works in respect of which the outer limit of the most
advanced organisations is situated at a distance of less than 15 km. from the frontier of the
country.

B. Naval armaments:
(i) Capital ships of more than Io,ooo tons;
(2) Aircraft-carriers;
(3) Submarines;
(4) The laying of automatic contact-mines in the open sea.

C. Air armaments:
(i) All military land or naval aircraft.
By military aircraft are to be understood all aircraft:

(a) Which form part of the equipment of an armed force or are requisitioned by
such force; or

(b) Which are manufactured for the armed forces of the country; or
(c) Which are manned by a military pilot or a military crew commissioned to

that effect; or
(d) Which have military specifications-that is to say, armour or installations to

receive means of warfare of every kind, such as guns, machine-guns, torpedoes,
bombs or instruments for aiming or launching such means of warfare; or

(e) Which are identified by identity marks as military aircraft.

(2) Arms and means of warfare of every description destined to be utilised by aircraft
as well as means of warfare or instruments constructed for such utilisation.

D. Chemical and bacteriological arms:

(I) The use, for the purpose of injuring an adversary, of all natural or synthetic noxious
substances, whatever their state, whether solid, liquid or gaseous, whether toxic, asphyxiating,
lachrymatory, irritant, vesicant, or capable in any way of producing harmful effects on the

human or animal organism, whatever the method of their use;

(2) Appliances, devices or projectiles specially constructed for the utilisation of the
said noxious bodies, with a view to injuring an adversary;
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(3) All methods employed for the purpose of injuring an adversary and consisting of the
projection, discharge or dissemination in any manner, in places inhabited or not, of pathogenic
microbes in whatever phase they may be (virulent or capable of becoming so), or of filter-
passing viruses, or of infected substances, whether for the purpose of bringing them into
immediate contact with human beings, animals or plants, or for the purpose of affecting any
of the latter in any indirect manner-for example, by polluting the atmosphere, water, food-
stuffs, or any other objects;

(4) Projectiles specifically intended to cause fires;

(5) Appliances designed to attack persons by fire, such as flame-projectors.

Series of Publications: . 32.IX. 4 9. Official No..: Conf. D. 126.

Geneva, June 22nd, 1932.

DECLARATION BY Mr. GIBSON (UNITED STATES OF AMERICA)
AT THE MEETING OF JUNE 22nd, 1932, OF THE

GENERAL COMMISSION.

I am desired by the President of the United States to communicate to the Conference the
text of a statement which he is giving out at this moment. It is his hope that the public statement
of such a programme will fire the imagination of the world and lead all nations to consider deeply
and state openly how much they can contribute to a great general programme.

Statement of the Instructions issued by President Hoover to the American Delegation to the
Conference for the Limitation and Reduction of Armaments, read by Ambassador Gibson

before the General Commission, Wednesday, June 22nd, 1932, 4.30 p.m.

The delegations at the World Conference on Disarmament at Geneva are now engaged in
discussions as to methods by which more comprehensive efforts can be made toward disarmament.

The following is the substance of instructions which have been given by the President to the
American delegation for guidance in the discussions which are now occupying them. They are
published in order that the American people may be fully and accurately informed.

" The time has come when we should cut through the brush and adopt some broad and
definite method of reducing the overwhelming burden of armament which now lies upon the
toilers of the world. This would be the most important world step that could be taken to expedite
economic recovery. We must make headway against the mutual fear and friction arising out of
war armament which kill human confidence throughout the world. We can still remain practical
in maintaining an adequate self-defence among all nations. We can add to the assurances of peace
and yet save the people of the world from ten to fifteen billions of wasted dollars during thenext
ten years.

" I propose that the following principles should be our guide:
" First: The Briand-Kellogg Pact to which we are all signatories can only mean that the

nations of the world have agreed that they will use their arms solely for defence.
" Second: This reduction should be carried out, not only by broad general cuts in armaments,

but by increasing the comparative power of defence through decreases in the power of the attack.
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"Third: The armaments of the world have grown up in mutual relation to each other.

And, speaking generally, such relativity should be preserved in making reductions.

" Fourth: The reductions must be real and positive. They must effect economic relief.

" Fifth: There are three problems to deal with-land forces, air forces and naval forces.

They are all inter connected. No part of the proposals which I make can be dissociated one

from the other.

" Based on these principles, I propose that the arms of the world should be reduced by nearly

one-third.

Land Forces.

" In order to reduce the offensive character of all land forces as distinguished from their

defensive character, I propose the adoption of the presentation already made at the Geneva

Conference for the abolition of all tanks, all chemical warfare and all large mobile guns. This

would not prevent the establishment or increase of fixed fortifications of any character for the

defence of frontiers and sea-coasts. It would give an increased relative strength to such defence

as compared with attack.

" I propose, furthermore, that there should be a reduction of one-third in strength of all land

armies over and above the so-called police component.

" The land armaments of many nations are considered to have two functions. One is the

maintenance of internal order in connection with the regular peace forces of the country. The

strength required for this purpose has been called the 'police component'. The other function

is defence against foreign attack. The additional strength required for this purpose has been called

the 'defence component'. While it is not suggested that these different components should be

separated, it is necessary to consider this contention as to functions in proposing a practical plan

of reduction in land forces. Under the Treaty of Versailles and the other Peace Treaties, the armies

of Germany, Austria, Hungary and Bulgaria were reduced to a size deemed appropriate for the

maintenance of internal order, Germany being assigned one hundred thousand troops for

a population of approximately .sixty-five million people. I propose that we should accept for all

nations a basic police component of soldiers proportionate to the average which was thus allowed

Germany and these other States. This formula, with necessary corrections for Powers having

colonial possessions, should be sufficient to provide for the maintenance of internal order by the

nations of the world. Having analysed these two components in this fashion, I propose, as stated

above, that there should be a reduction of one-third in the strength of all land armies over and above

the police component.

Air Forces.

"All bombing-planes to be abolished. This will do away with the military possession of

types of planes capable of attacks upon civil populations and should be coupled with the total

prohibition of all bombardment from the air.

Naval Forces.

"I propose that the treaty number and tonnage of battleships shall be reduced by one-third;

that the treaty tonnage of aircraft-carriers, cruisers and destroyers shall be reduced by one-fourth;

that the treaty tonnage of submarines shall be reduced by one-third and that no nation shall retain

a submarine tonnage greater than 35,000 tons.

" The relative strength of naval arms in battleships and aircraft-carriers as between the

five leading naval Powers was fixed by the Treaty of Washington.

"The relative strength in cruisers, destroyers and submarines was fixed as between the

United States, Great Britain and Japan by the Treaty of London. For the purpose of this proposal

it is suggested that the French and Italian strength in cruisers and destroyers be calculated as

though they had joined in the Treaty of London on a basis approximating the so-called accord

of March ist, I93I.

" There are various technical considerations connected with these naval reductions which

will be presented by the delegation at Geneva.

General.

" The effect of this plan would be to effect an enormous saving in cost of new construction

and replacements of naval vessels. It would also save large amounts in the operating expense

in all nations of land, sea and air forces. It would greatly reduce offensive strength compared

to defensive strength in all nations.
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"These proposals are simple and direct. They call upon all nations to contribute something.
The contribution here proposed will be relative and mutual. I know of nothing that would give
more hope for humanity to-day than the acceptance of such a programme with such minor changes
as might be necessary. It is folly for the world to go on breaking its back over military expenditures,
and the United States is willing to take its share of responsibility by making definite proposals that
will relieve the world. 

The significance of the President's statement will be apparent to all. It is clear, self-contained,
and comprehensive. I am well aware that everyone here will wish to study it in detail. There are,
however; certain clarifications and explanations which I can make at once in order to clear up one
or two points.

With reference to cruiser strength, it is proposed that the 25 per cent reduction of the total
tonnage of the United States and Great Britain should be calculated on the present total London
Treaty tonnage of Great Britain-namely, 339,000 tons. Furthermore, the total tonnage allowed
under that Treaty for eight-inch-gun cruisers shall be limited to I5o,ooo tons each for the United
States and Great Britain and the proportionate go,ooo tons for Japan.

I also feel that there should be a clarification on the subject of submarines. In order to make
the acceptance of such a sweeping reduction possible, the President's communication is on the
basis that no nation, whether or not a party to existing naval treaties, shall retain a tonnage in
submarines greater than 35,000 tons or more than 40 submarine units of which no single vessel
shall exceed 1,200 tons.

In view of the reductions suggested for the five leading naval Powers under the President's
plans, it seems evident that the other Powers should here agree to corresponding sacrifices through
the reduction or limitation of their naval armaments.

I have not laboured here all these months with my colleagues present to-day without becoming
convinced of their earnestness of purpose and their desire to see the greatest possible
accomplishment in disarmament. Therefore, I am sure that the principle of maximum
accomplishment to which each nation makes substantial contributions, as my country is doing
by the provisions of the text which I have just read, will appeal to them.

In our most powerful arm, the navy, we are prepared, as a part of this general programme,
to scrap over 300,000 tons of existing ships and to forgo the right to build over 50,000 tons. In
land material our proposal would affect over a thousand heavy mobile guns and approximately
900 tanks, and in aviation about 300 bombardment aeroplanes.

The American delegation is at your disposal for further explanations and clarifications as
they may become necessary, and these points will, no doubt, be forthcoming as the conversations
in which we are now engaged progress. These very real sacrifices of strength which the United
States is willing to make in a predominant arm as part of a world scheme cannot fail, I am convinced,
to find equally generous response.

Official No.: Conf.D.127.

Geneva, June 23rd, I932.

COMMUNICATION FROM THE PERSIAN DELEGATE
CONCERNING THE REPORT OF THE NAVAL COMMISSION.

(Document Conf.D.121.)

[Translation.] Geneva, June i6th, I932.

I have the honour to inform you that, on reading the opinions of the various delegations
on naval armaments, I have observed that the report to the General Commission contains no
mention of the views expressed by the Persian delegation.

At the Naval Commission's meeting on May 3rd, Colonel Riazi gave his opinion on the whole
of the naval questions on the agenda.

This statement made it clear that Persia was prepared to accept the lowest naval armaments
and recognised a priorias non-offensive only submarines of small tonnage, provided that, in
the use of these vessels, the international humanitarian restrictions imposed by the Treaty of
London were rendered general and strictly observed.

I should therefore be very much obliged if you would have these general ideas inserted in
the report as the opinion of the Persian delegation and, should it not be possible to modify the
final report, append this declaration to the report to be sent to the General Commission and
inform the other members of the Commission of its tenor.

(Signed) A. SEPAHBODI.
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Geneva, June 23rd, I932.

APPLICATION OF THE QUANTITATIVE PRINCIPLE.

LETTER FROM THE AUSTRALIAN DELEGATION TO THE

PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE, DATED JUNE I7TH, I932.

I. The proposal which is made on behalf of the Australian delegation can best be introduced
by asking the following question:

(a) Is the Disarmament Conference proceeding upon the basis that it is now endea-
vouring to reach an agreement fixing a limit of armaments which is never to be exceeded, or

(b) Is the Conference endeavouring to reach an agreement for a limited period, after
the expiration of which all States are to be free, subject to any further agreement which
may hereafter be made by them ?

2. The position is not as clear as it ought to be.
Resolutions have been passed by the General Commission approving a programme of reduction

in armaments by successive revisions, the reduction being described as the reduction " provided
for in Article 8 of the Covenant of the League of Nations ". (Resolution of General Commission
of April Igth, I932.)

I am aware that Article 8 has been variously interpreted and I am not basing this suggestion
upon any contention that the interpretation to which I proceed to refer must be accepted as
correct. I only submit that it is a possible interpretation which should be kept in mind as a
possibility when the subject of disarmament is under consideration under the auspices of the
League.

Article 8, paragraph 2, of the Covenant provides for the formulation by the Council of the
League of plans for reduction.

Paragraph 3 provides that such plans shall be subject to reconsideration and revision at least
every ten years.

It appears, therefore, that the " plans " contemplated in Article 8 are permanent plans, to
be reconsidered and revised at least every ten years. Thus, in fifty years, the plans should be
revised at least five times. The article does not contemplate an agreement which expires at the
end of a specified period, but a plan which continues, unmodified, unless, after reconsideration,
it is revised. Any such " revision " must be as the result of an agreement by all the parties. The
provision can hardly mean that any one party can arbitrarily " revise ", leaving the others bound
by the agreement according to its original terms.

Paragraph 4 makes the position clear as to possible increase of armaments. It provides that,
after the plans have been adopted by the Governments, the limits of armaments therein fixed
shall not be exceeded without the concurrence of the Council. This provision necessarily applies
during the currency of the " plans ", which, as above stated, is permanent, subject only to agreed
revision.

The result is that, if the particular method specified in Article 8 (upon this interpretation)
is to be applied, all States must take the responsibility of specifying the strengths of defensive
forces which they are prepared to accept as ultimate strengths-i.e., as not to be increased without
the concurrence (which must be unanimous) of the Council of the League.

3. In endeavouring to fix such figures, a Government must provide for all contingencies of
the fiuture which it regards as practical in character. I doubt whether any Government is prepared
really to accept such a responsibility, particularly at a Disarmament Conference.

Illustrations of the difficulty of arriving at any reasonable solution of this problem could be
given, not only by countries which fear aggression in the near or remote future, but also by relatively
young and undeveloped countries which confidently anticipate a great increase of population,
and by countries which, at the present time of economic depression, are compelled to limit their
defensive forces to what financial stringency dictates rather than to what considerations of national
safety would prescribe.

If the figures of what I have called " ultimate strength " were published, I believe that they
would, as a whole, astonish and horrify the world. The Conference would appear to many to be
more like a Rearmament Conference than a Disarmament Conference.

4. Passing from Article 8 to the draft Convention, one sees that Articles 57 to 60 really
involve the same idea of specifying ultimate strengths. Article 57 provides that the Convention
is to remain in force for x years and thereafter until amended, superseded or denounced under
the following articles. The Convention can be amended or superseded only by agreement. Certainly
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it can be denounced under Article 60. But a State denouncing the Convention would find itself
in the position, by its own action, of bringing the whole Convention to an end, because other parties
could not be expected to hold themselves bound after a State of any importance had freed itself
from all its obligations under the Convention.

Accordingly, in order to avoid being placed in such a position with the risk of odium which
would naturally be incurred, there will be a strong and almost irresistible tendency for a Government
to make itself safe by providing against all contingencies, and, therefore, specifying figures which
would really represent ultimate strengths.

5. There is, therefore, ground for belief, or, at least, suspicion, that, in agreeing to disarmament
at this Conference, a Government is binding itself to a limit of armaments which cannot be exceeded
except by either the unanimous consent of the Council or by the Government facing the invidious
and odious responsibility of denouncing the whole agreement made. So long as this belief or
suspicion exists, it will be difficult and almost impossible to achieve any real result.

6. It is therefore urged that a definite decision should be taken by the Conference that any
agreement reached should be binding only for a definite term of years, and that another Conference
should be held before the expiry of the agreed period. Then it will be clear that Governments are
not purporting to bind their people for ever. The figures submitted will bear some relation to
reality, instead of representing a speculation upon the basis of all kinds of imaginable contingencies.
The precedents of Washington and London will be followed, and at least one obstacle to the success
of the Conference will be removed.

7. I desire particularly to add that the procedure which I suggest would, in proportion as
there is a real faith in the necessity and efficacy of progressive disarmament, lead by degrees to a
position when it would become possible to apply Article 8 of the Covenant in the fullest sense.
Any proposal which may help towards the attainment of this objective should, I venture to say,
receive careful consideration.

8. In view of the fact that my return to Australia at a very early date is imperative, I can
hardly with propriety ask for an immediate meeting of the General Commission for the purpose
of enabling me to take a personal part in the discussion of a proposal which, I recognise, has r any
aspects. I do, however, submit these observations for consideration and circulation to delegations
with the hope that the Conference may see its way to accept a resolution which would give effect
to the proposal made.

I suggest that a resolution in some such terms as the following would be appropriate:

"The General Commission records its decision that any agreement now to be made
for the reduction and limitation of armaments should bind the parties only for a fixed term
of years, and that a further Conference should be held at a convenient time before the expiry
of that period for the purpose of making a new agreement for further reduction and limitation."

(Signed) J. G. LATHAM,

Minister for External Afairs.

Oficial No.: Conf. D. 131.
[Conf.D./Bureau. I3.]

Geneva, July 4th, I932.

QUANTITATIVE DISARMAMENT.

OBSERVATIONS OF THE POLISH DELEGATION ON THE LETTER FROM

MR. J. G. LATHAM, AUSTRALIAN MINISTER FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS.

(Document Conf.D.I28.)

The Polish delegation, after a very careful examination of the letter from Mr. J. G. Latham,
Australian Minister for External Affairs, dated June I7th, I932 (document Conf.D.128), wishes
to express its complete approval of the principles and conclusions set forth in this document,
which represents an extremely valuable contribution to the work of our Conference.
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I. I should first like to quote the following extract from Mr. Latham's letter:

"All States must take the responsibility of specifying the strengths of defensive forces
which they are prepared to accept as ultimate strengths-i.e., as not to be increased without
the concurrence (which must be unanimous) of the Council of the League.

" 3. In endeavouring to fix such figures, a Government must provide for all contingencies
of the future which it regards as practical in character. I doubt whether any Government is
prepared really to accept such a responsibility, particularly at a Disarmament Conference."

I fully share the legitimate apprehensions expressed by Mr. Latham, especially as at the
present time, when over-rapid changes are taking place, it is very difficult not only to provide for all
contingencies of the future, but also to ascertain the actual position of other Powers, sometimes
even of those which are our neighbours. Moreover, account must be taken of the fact that the
work in connection with disarmament is merely at its initial stage. We are on the threshold of an
important evolution in the history of mankind.

We have not yet arrived at adequate methods of determining the efforts of the various
countries in the matter of national defence, or more particularly of comparing those countries
one with another (professional soldiers, conscripts, etc.). I am convinced that in the course of
our work we shall succeed in finding a fair and uniform definition of effectives and, generally
speaking, of armed forces and in establishing an equitable method for budgetary limitation and
reduction, etc. That, however, may be a lengthy operation. Only the existence of a permanent
supervisory body (the Disarmament Commission) with the sincere and unreserved support of all
the Governments can ensure and impose unity of doctrine. In the meantime we have to reckon
now with the fact that the first agreement in the sphere of disarmament cannot be based on
sufficiently reliable documentary material or upon uncontested data. It cannot, therefore,
constitute a precedent and will have, in the not very distant future, to undergo adjustments
when once unity of doctrines and a uniform practice have been established by the Permanent
Commission.

II. I fully support also the following sentence in Mr. Latham's letter:

" Illustrations of the difficulty of arriving at any reasonable solution of this problem
could be given, not only by countries which fear aggression in the near or remote future,
but also by relatively young and undeveloped countries which confidently anticipate a
great increase of population, and by countries which, at the present time of economic depres-
sion, are compelled to limit their defensive forces to what financial stringency dictates rather
than to what considerations of national safety would prescribe."

By thus limiting the field of application of this principle to certain categories of countries-
a procedure which would have the full approval of the Polish delegation in the actual interests
of peace and international security-Mr. Latham proposes to reserve for this category of countries
the possibility of adapting their means of defence to their de facto situation, which is undergoing
considerable change. Two cases must be distinguished here: that of countries whose system of
defence does not at present correspond to their requirements in regard to national security, and
that of countries which, while possessing at present a fully developed system of defence, foresee,
as a consequence of a certain dynamic element in their national life, the necessity of adapting
their system of defence to their increased economic and demographic importance.

The countries referred to above, by subscribing to a first agreement in the matter of disarma-
ment, will certainly not wish to remain indefinitely in a state of manifest inferiority from the
standpoint of national defence (absence of fortresses, very low cost of maintaining troops, absence
of navy).

It would be better to establish a procedure which could be adapted to the varied requirements
of different countries rather than to agree that any substitute for armed forces, not provided for in
the treaties, might be created by indirect means, to the detriment of neighbouring countries.
I directed the attention of the Conference to this danger in my speech on February ioth at the
plenary meeting of the Conference.

In supporting the principles contained in Mr. Lathan's letter, I desire to express my conviction
that it is on these lines that practical solutions of the question of quantitative disarmament should
be sought, in conformity with Article 8 of the Covenant, which forms the basis of all our work in
the matter of disarmament.

(Signed) A. ZALESKI,

Polish Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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Geneva, July 7th, I932.

STATEMENT OF VIEWS OF HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT IN THE

UNITED KINGDOM REGARDING THE PROPOSALS CONTAINED

IN PRESIDENT HOOVER'S DECLARATION.

(Document Conf.D.126.)

Communicated by the United Kingdom Delegation.

i. The Disarmament Conference has reached a stage when we must review the present
position of our discussions and co-operate without loss of time in reaching and registering practical
conclusions. The Government of the United Kingdom most cordially welcome President Hoover's
declaration as a contribution to this end. We welcome it alike because it calls for a really substantial
measure of disarmament and because it seeks to apply the two principles of quantitative and of
qualitative limitation. As President Hoover says: " Reduction should be carried out, not only
by broad general cuts in armaments, but by increasing the comparative power of defence through
decreases in the power of the attack ". We desire to associate ourselves with these conceptions
and to contribute all that we can to secure their practical application. The United Kingdom
Cabinet has considered President Hoover's declaration in this spirit, and what I am about to
say on certain practical points is said with a deep desire to promote co-operation and agreement.

Success at Geneva depends upon general agreement, and the American delegation has made
it plain that President Hoover's proposals are put forward as a contribution to an agreed general
programme. The United Kingdom Government have already advanced wide suggestions of their
own. These, while they differ in some important respects as to method or measure, are inspired
by the same purpose, and a comparison will show that already there is a substantial area of common
ground.

Without interrupting or anticipating detailed discussions which must take place with the
other delegations represented at Geneva, it is convenient at this moment to set out in broad
outline the main characteristics of the United Kingdom proposals. They in their turn should be
regarded, as I have said, not as a declaration of isolated action, but as a contribution to general
agreement.

2. First, the Government of the United Kingdom desire to put on record their agreement
with President Hoover on the further principle that the three problems of military, naval and air
disarmament are interconnected. International agreement cannot be attained without an adequate
contribution from all three sources. Inasmuch as Britain, like the United States of America, finds
her strongest arm in the navy, the contribution which concerns her most is to be found in this
sphere, in which, as is well known, contributions to disarmament on the largest scale have already
been made in advance of the General Disarmament Conference. Nevertheless, the Government
of the United Kingdom now offer a further contribution as part of a general world settlement.

3. It is now proposed to set out under the necessary heads of land, sea and air the manner
in which the Government of the United Kingdom would suggest that these principles could be
applied.

LAND PROPOSALS.

4. In the realm of land disarmament, His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom
find themselves very largely in accord with President Hoover's proposals. Naturally, it will be
necessary carefully to examine details before expressing a final opinion on their suitability to
the situation in each country.

5. To consider in turn the four categories to which these proposals relate:

(a) In regard to the strength of land armies, His Majesty's Government have consistently
placed in the forefront of their proposals for land disarmament the examination of measures
for reduction of effectives to the lowest level compatible with national safety. So far as their
own forces are concerned, His Majesty's Government have not only abolished conscription,
but have already effected reductions to the minimum numbers required for the preservation
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of internal order and for the defence of their overseas possessions and communications. If
we take account of the whole British Army, including not only British troops in Great Britain
and her Colonies, but also those maintained in India, the personnel has been reduced, as
compared with the year before the war, from 259,000 to 207,000, and this has been effected
by the disbandment of nine regiments of cavalry, sixty-one batteries and companies of artillery,
twenty-one companies of Royal Engineers, twenty-one battalions of infantry and six battalions
of colonial and troops locally enrolled.

The United States proposal for a division of land forces into a " police component"
and a " defence component "will require very careful examination; but, so far as His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom understand the implication of the suggested basis of
calculation, the result will be to show that the British land forces have already been reduced
substantially below the number recognised to be necessary for the maintenance of internal
order, without making any allowance for the forces needed for the lines of communication
between the United Kingdom and territories overseas.

(b) In regard to chemical and bacteriological warfare, His Majesty's Government in
the United Kingdom have already joined in rejecting the use of these methods of warfare
and therefore cordially welcome the United States proposals under this head.

(c) In regard to land guns, His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom have
proposed the abolition of all mobile guns of a calibre greater than I55 mm. (6. inches calibre).
Under this head, also, His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom find themselves,
therefore. in general agreement with the proposals of the United States Government.

(d) In regard to tanks, His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom find themselves
entirely at one with President Hoover in desiring the application of the principle that speci-
fically offensive weapons should be prohibited. His Majesty's Government have already
advocated the abolition of all tanks above a weight of 20 tons, which by their characteristics
are especially suitable for offensive employment in battle. Tanks of the lighter type cannot
be regarded as specifically offensive weapons. Their comparatively light armour and their
reduced capacity for crossing trenches render them unsuitable for the assault of highly
organised defences. Moreover, in a small voluntarily enlisted army like our own, they constitute
an essential compensation for lack of numbers which it would be impossible to surrender.
As far as this country is concerned, in view of its worldwide responsibilities, any general
prohibition would require an increase in our present land forces in terms of man-power,
and thus, as a measure of disarmament, would tend to defeat its own ends.

6. It will be seen, therefore, that in the realm of land disarmament the proposals of the
United States Government, so far as they relate to matters which directly touch the land forces
of the United Kingdom, approximate very closely to those favoured by His Majesty's Government;
and that, in the total of their effectives, His Majesty's Government have been able already to
put into practice a measure of disarmament which more than conforms to the standards proposed
by President Hoover.

NAVAL PROPOSALS.

7. These proposals cover all types of vessels-capital ships, aircraft-carriers, cruisers,
destroyers and submarines.

It is essential that proposals that are intended to be adopted by general agreement should
make due provision for varying circumstances. Having regard to the widely scattered responsi-
bilities of the British Navy, it is not practicable for us to cut down the number of naval units
beyond a certain point. Occasions may arise when these responsibilities call for the presence of
ships simultaneously in parts of the world far removed from one another. It is essential to bear
in mind in this connection the very large reduction in the numbers of ships of all categories which
has already been effected. If a comparison is made with the year before the war it will be found
that, taking account of completed vessels of the United Kingdom and other members of the British
Commonwealth possessing vessels of any of the categories mentioned, capital ships have been
reduced from 69 to I5; cruisers from Io8 to 52; destroyers from 285 to I47; and submarines
from 74 to 52. Numerical reduction in the British Navy has therefore already been applied on a
very large scale, and, indeed, cruiser numbers will require special consideration hereafter. But,
though there is, for the reasons already pointed out, a limit to numerical reduction, it is perfectly
possible, and in the highest degree desirable, to adopt a mode of treatment which will secure by
other means the large diminution in naval armaments at which we are all aiming. The present
treaty limits of size and gun calibre are far too high, and the United Kingdom Government consider
that very large reductions amounting to about one-third, both in the case of capital ships and
cruisers, can be made in future construction.

8. As regards capital ships, the position under existing naval treaties is that, as between
Britain, the United States and Japan, no further capital ship construction could be undertaken
in any event until the year I937. The maximum size for any future construction has been fixed
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at 35,000 tons, and the gun at i6 inches. The total tonnage of the category of ships can be reduced
either by diminishing their number or by diminishing their size. In regard to number, the considera-
tions which the United Kingdom Government are bound to bear in mind have already been stated.
The American proposal would leave the size of these enormously expensive vessels, and the calibre
of their guns, untouched in any future construction of capital ships. Every figure involved in
these huge dimensions-initial cost, upkeep, personnel, ammunition, stores, docks-would be
maintained at the highest level. The United Kingdom proposal, while securing no less reduction
in total tonnage, evades these consequences by (i) reducing the size of the gun, and (2) reducing
the size of the ship. For example, if the calibre of the gun is reduced to 12 inches, the maximum
size of the ship can be reduced from 35,000 to 25,ooo tons, and an immense saving is effected
under both heads, both initially and consequentially.

9. But the Government of the United Kingdom are prepared to go beyond this. They are
ready to apply the same principles to cruisers, and to reduce their maximum size and gun-calibre
by international agreement from the present figure of io,ooo tons and 8 inches to 7,0oo tons and
6.I inches. It would then be possible to reduce the dimensions in the case of capital ships still
further and fix a maximum of 22,000 tons with II-inch guns. This will nearly halve the initial
cost of any future capital ship and greatly reduce the cost of maintenance. Thus, the whole scale
would come down together, and there would be a definite return to smaller dimensions. On this
basis, the United Kingdom proposal would effect an ultimate reduction in capital ship tonnage
alone of 195,000 tons; the comparable figure under the United States proposal would appear to
be about I75,000.

io. As regards aircraft-carriers, the Government of the United Kingdom are in substantial
agreement with President Hoover's proposals. They propose a reduction in the size of the aircraft-
carrier from 27,000 to 22,000 tons, with consequent reduction in total tonnage from 135,000
to iio,ooo tons.

ii. Special reference must be made to the submarine. The United Kingdom view has been,
and is, that the submarine should be entirely abolished. If its abolition can be secured this would,
in our view, at once make possible a reduction of approximately one-third in destroyer tonnage.
If international agreement to abolish submarines is found impossible of attainment, ocean-going
submarines should be got rid of by limiting the size to 250 tons, and the total tonnage to the lowest
figure upon which agreement can be reached.

12. Consequently, the Government of the United Kingdom put forward for immediate
adoption by international agreement the following set of proposals relating to the navies of the
world:

(i) Reduce the maximum size of any future capital ship to 22,000 tons, and the maximum
calibre of the guns carried to ii inches.

(2) Reduce the maximum size of cruisers hereafter constructed to 7,ooo tons, and
maximum calibre of guns to 6.I inches.

(3) If international agreement on point (2) cannot be secured, the Government of the
United Kingdom would still urge that the maximum size of capital ships should be reduced
to 25,000 tons and their guns to 12 inches as a maximum.

(4) Reduce the maxima for aircraft-carriers to 22,000 tons with 6.i-inch guns.

(5) Abolish submarines.

(6) Reduce destroyer tonnage by approximately one-third, this depending on the
abolition of submarines.

(7) If submarines cannot be completely abolished, fix their maximum surface displace-
ment at 250 tons, with a strict limitation both of total tonnage and number of units.

AIR PROPOSALS.

I3. There is no aspect of international disarmament more vitally urgent than the adoption
without delay of the most effective measures to preserve the civilian population from the fearful
horrors of bombardment from the air. The Government of the United Kingdom would be
prepared to go to any length, in agreement with other Powers, to achieve this object, and, if more
drastic measures are proposed from any other quarter and are shown to be practicable, they will
examine them with the utmost sympathy.

They propose that the contracting parties should agree between themselves in respect of their
air forces that there should be:

(i) The complete prohibition of all bombing from the air, save within limits to be laid
down as precisely as possible by an international convention. Attacks upon the civilian
population would be entirely prohibited.
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(ii) A strict limitation in the unladen weight of all military and naval aircraft (troop-
carriers and flying boats excepted).

(iii) A restriction in the numbers of all kinds of military and naval aircraft.

I4. In this last connection, the United Kingdom Government wish to add an observation.
They sincerely desire to see numbers of military and naval aircraft restricted, and here, again,
regard must be had to the course of recent events. In I913-I4, air armaments were negligible,
and no comparison with that date can usefully be made. At the end of the war, Great Britain
was one of the two leading air Powers in the world. Her colonial possessions are widely scattered
and, since the war, her responsibilities have been increased by her various mandates from the
League of Nations. More than any other Power, she relies upon aircraft to discharge her
mandatory duties and to police and control undeveloped regions. Yet, in I932, her first-line
aircraft had been reduced to little more than 20 per cent of her post-war strength, with the result
that the United Kingdom now stands, in the number of its military and naval aeroplanes, only
fifth in the list of States. Of aircraft authorised for home defence in I923 by the United Kingdom
Government with the approval of Parliament, 20 per cent have not, in fact, been constructed.

I5. Great and far-reaching as these reductions in all three arms have been-beyond compari-
son greater than any which have been effected elsewhere outside the countries disarmed by the
Treaty of Versailles-His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom are ready and eager to
join in the further measures of disarmament for which general agreement can be attained. The
proposals which, accordingly, are now made constitute an additional contribution, practical and
extensive, to the effort to relieve the heavy burdens which the maintenance of existing standards
imposes upon the world and which the world expects us, by a great common effort, effectively to
diminish.

Official No.: Conf. D. 136 (I).
[Conf.D./C.G. 3 i (I).]

Geneva, July 22nd, I932.

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL COMMISSION
ON JULY 23rd, 1932.

I.

The Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments,

Profoundly convinced that the time has come when all nations of the world must adopt
substantial and comprehensive measures of disarmament in order to consolidate the peace of the
world, to hasten the resumption of economic activity, and to lighten the financial burdens which
now weigh upon the peoples of the world;

Desirous of avoiding a competition in the power of armaments which would be both ruinous
to the peoples and threatening to their national defence;

Recalling its resolutions of April Igth, 20th and 22nd, I932;

Firmly determined to achieve a first decisive step involving a substantial reduction of arma-
ments, on the basis of Article 8 of the Covenant of the League of Nations, and as a natural conse-
quence of the obligations resulting from the Briand-Kellogg Pact;

Welcoming heartily the initiative taken by the President of the United States of America in
formulating concrete proposals for a substantial reduction of armaments by the prohibition of
certain methods of warfare, by the abolition of certain material, and by reductions varying in
magnitude and amounting for certain armaments to the proportion of one-third;

Bearing in mind also the draft Convention of the Preparatory Commission, the statements
and proposals made to the Conference by a number of delegations, and the reports and resolutions
of the various Commissions of the Conference:

Decides forthwith and unanimously, guided by the general principles underlying President
Hoover's declaration:

I. That a substantial reduction of world armaments shall be effected to be applied
by a general Convention alike to land, naval and air armaments;

2. That a primary objective shall be to reduce the means of attack.
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II. CONCLUSIONS OF THE FIRST PHASE OF THE CONFERENCE.

The Conference, noting that agreement has now been reached on a certain number of important
points, decides, without prejudice to more far-reaching agreements hereafter, to record forthwith
the following concrete measures of disarmament, which should form part of the general Convention
to be concluded. The Conference also decides to establish certain principles as the basis for further
reductions of armaments, and to determine the procedure necessary for the active prosecution
of its work.

i. AIR FORCES.

The Conference, deeply impressed with the danger overhanging civilisation from bombardment
from the air in the event of future conflict, and determined to take all practicable measures to
provide against this danger, records at this stage of its work the following conclusions:

i. Air attack against the civilian population shall be absolutely prohibited;
2. The High Contracting Parties shall agree as between themselves that all bombard-

ment from the air shall be abolished, subject to agreement with regard to measures to be
adopted for the purpose of rendering effective the observance of this rule.

These measures should include the following:

(a) There shall be effected a limitation by number and a restriction by character-
istics of military aircraft;

(b) Civil aircraft shall be submitted to regulation and full publicity. Further,
civil aircraft not conforming to the specified limitations shall be subjected to an inter-
national regime (except for certain regions where such a regime is not suitable) such
as to prevent effectively the misuse of such civil aircraft.

2. LAND ARMAMENTS.
(a) Land Artillery.

i. All heavy land artillery of calibres between any maximum limit as determined in the
succeeding paragraph and a lower limit to be defined shall be limited in number.

2. The limitation of calibre of land artillery shall be fixed by the Convention.
Subject to an effective method being established to prevent the rapid transformation of

guns on fixed mountings into mobile guns, different maxima for the calibre of land guns may be
fixed as follows:

(a) A maximum limit for the calibre of coastal guns, which shall not be less than the
maximum calibre of naval guns;

(b) A maximum limit for the calibre of guns in permanent frontier or fortress defensive
systems;

(c) A maximum limit for the calibre of mobile land guns (other than guns employed for
coastal defence).

(b) Tanks.

The maximum unit tonnage of tanks shall be limited.

3. CHEMICAL, BACTERIOLOGICAL AND INCENDIARY WARFARE.

Chemical, bacteriological and incendiary warfare shall be prohibited under the conditions
unanimously recommended by the Special Committee.

4. SUPERVISION.

There shall be set up a Permanent Disarmament Commission with the constitution, rights
and duties generally as outlined in Part VI of the draft Convention submitted by the Preparatory
Commission for the Disarmament Conference, with such extension of its powers as may be deemed
by the Conference necessary to enable the Convention to be effectively applied.
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III. PREPARATION OF THE SECOND PHASE OF THE CONFERENCE.

The Conference requests the Bureau to continue its work during the period of adjournment
of the General Commission, with a view to framing, with the collaboration (if necessary) of a
Drafting Committee, draft texts concerning the questions on which agreement has already been
reached. Such texts will be communicated to all delegations as soon as they are drafted, and will
then be submitted to the Commission.

Points which call for detailed examination will be examined by the Bureau or by the appro-
priate Committees, with the assistance of the Governments concerned, in order that definite
conclusions may be reached as soon as the General Commission meets again.

The questions which will form the subject of such examination are the following:

I. EFFECTIVES.

A strict limitation and a real reduction of effectives shall be brought about.
For this purpose, the Conference invites the Bureau to examine, with the collaboration of

such delegations as it considers necessary, the proposal of President Hoover relating to effectives.
These studies should take into consideration, in the case of each country, the actual conditions
of defence and the number and character of its forces.

2. LIMITATION OF NATIONAL DEFENCE EXPENDITURE.

(a) The Conference shall decide on the resumption of its labours, taking into account the
special conditions of each State, what system of limitation and publicity of expenditure on national
defence will provide the peoples with the best guarantee of an alleviation of their financial burdens,
and will prevent the measures of qualitative and quantitative disarmament to be inserted in the
Convention from being neutralised by increases or improvements in authorised armaments.

(b) With a view to the decisions to be taken under this head, the Conference requests the
Committee on National Defence Expenditure and its technical Committee to continue and complete
the work entrusted to its organs and to submit their report as soon as possible. The Conference
requests its Bureau to draw up, on the basis of this report, a plan accomplishing the purpose
aimed at and taking into consideration the special conditions of the various States.

3. TRADE IN AND MANUFACTURE OF ARMS.

The Bureau will set up a special Committee to submit proposals to the Conference, imme-
diately on the resumption of its work, in regard to the regulations to be applied to the trade in
and private and State manufacture of arms and implements of war.

4. NAVAL ARMAMENTS.

As regards the proposals made by President Hoover and other related proposals concerning
naval armaments, the Conference invites the Powers parties to the Naval Treaties of Washington
and London, which have already produced important results, to confer together and to report
to the General Commission, if possible before the resumption of its work, as to the further measures
of naval reduction which might be feasible as a part of the general programme of disarmament.

The Conference further invites the naval Powers other than the Powers parties to the above
Treaties to make arrangements for determining the degree of naval limitation they are prepared
to accept in view of the Washington and London Treaties and the general programme of disarma-
ment envisaged in the present resolution.

The Bureau will be kept informed of the progress of these negotiations, which it will be its
duty to co-ordinate within the framework of the General Convention in preparation for the com-
prehensive decisions of the General Commission.

5. VIOLATIONS.

Rules of international law shall be formulated in connection with the provisions relating to
the prohibition of the use of chemical, bacteriological and incendiary weapons and bombing from
the air, and shall be supplemented by special measures dealing with infringement of these provisions.

6. FUTURE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE: PROCEDURE.

Pending the resumption of the meetings of the General Commission, the Bureau will keep
the delegations informed of the progress of the work.

It will be for the Bureau to fix the date of the next meeting of the General Commission with
one month's notice. The meeting of the General Commission shall take place not later than four
months after the resumption of the work of the Bureau, which will meet during the week beginning
September Igth, I932.
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IV. GENERAL PROVISIONS.

The present resolution in no way prejudges the attitude of the Conference towards any more
comprehensive measures of disarmament or towards the political proposals submitted by various
delegations.

V. ARMAMENTS TRUCE.

In order to ensure that, pending the resumption of the meetings of the General Commission
and during the second phase of its work, no steps shall be initiated by any Power which might
prejudice the preparation of the General Disarmament Convention, the Conference decides to
recommend to the Governments to renew for a period of four months from November ist, I932,
the truce provided for by the resolution of the Assembly of the League of Nations of September
29 th, I931.

Series of P'ublications: 1932.IX.52. Official No.: Conf. D. 138.

[Conf.D./C.D.M.24.]

Geneva, July 25th, I932.

MORAL DISARMAMENT

Note by the Secretary-General:

In accordance with the request of the President of the Conference, the Secretary-General
has the honour to communicate to the delegations of the Conference a letter, dated July 20th,
from M. Perrier, President of the Committee for Moral Disarmament, and the report of the
Committee annexed to it.

I. LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMITTEE.

Geneva, July 20oth, I932.

I have the honour to send you herewith the report of the Committee for Moral Disarmament
indicating the state of its labours at the end of the first session of the Conference.

On behalf of the Committee, I am expressing the hope that you will be good enough, after
having taken note of the report and provided you see no objection thereto, to have it distributed
to the delegations at the Conference.

(Signed) PERRIER,

President of the Committee for Moral Disarmament.

II. REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON MORAL DISARMAMENT AT THE END OF
THE FIRST SESSION OF THE CONFERENCE FOR THE REDUCTION

AND LIMITATION OF ARMAMENTS.

At its meeting on March I5th, I932, the Political Commission of the Disarmament Conference,
mainly in the light of the proposals submitted by the Polish Government in its memoranda dated
September 23rd, I93I, February I3th and March I5th, 1932, and recognising the obvious con-
nection which exists between material and moral disarmament, set up a Committee to study
the various aspects of this question. Under the presidency of M. Perrier (delegate of Switzerland),
and with the assistance of M. Szumlakowski (Poland), as Rapporteur, and M. Romarnicki (Poland),
his substitute, this Committee endeavoured first of all to define the various fields it should explore.

For this purpose, it instructed a Sub-Committee to prepare the agenda of its work, taking
into account the suggestions put forward by certain delegations, and a communication addressed
by the President of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to the President of the Disarmament
Conference.
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Having approved the proposals of its Sub-Committee, the Committee for Moral Disarmament
established its agenda as follows, and grouped under three headings the various categories of
questions which, it felt, ought to be examined:

I. Questions concerning intellectual co-operation and technical means of spreading
information, including the problems of education, utilisation of cinematography and
broadcasting;

2. Questions concerning the co-operation of the Press;
3. Questions of a legal character.

In the following paragraphs, an account is given, with regard to each of these groups of
questions, of the work which the Committee has already Iaccomplished, the provisional conclusions
at which it has arrived, and the programme of the work it proposes to carry out subsequently.

I. INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION, EDUCATION AND TECHNICAL MEANS OF SPREADING
INFORMATION.

The Committee appointed a Sub-Committee to study these questions. The Sub-Committee
has held several meetings and has examined memoranda received from the Organisation on
Intellectual Co-operation and the Rome International Educational Cinematographic Institute,
and proposals submitted by several delegations.

Following on this enquiry, it proposed that the Commission should adopt as a basis of
discussion a draft text prepared by the Organisation on Intellectual Co-operation which it had
itself modified. This draft took into account the various proposals laid before the Committee,
and, when adopting it as a basis of discussion, the Committee was careful to make every reservation
concerning the final form which might be given to the text it was about to draw up. This draft,
which includes a Preamble and four chapters, contained suggestions on the following points:

(i) Education of the younger generation;
(2) Co-operation of the intellectual world;
(3) Utilisation of technical means of spreading information;
(4) Ways and means of giving effect to possible undertakings.

After a general discussion on the whole draft, the Committee suspended its enquiry in order
to allow its members to consult their Governments before they proceeded to examine the matter
in greater detail.

On resuming its labours, it discussed carefully and in detail each of the articles of the draft
at a first reading. Numerous amendments and improvements were made in the original text,
and a special Drafting Committee will bear these alterations in mind with a view to preparing
a new text which will, if necessary, be discussed at a second reading.

The Committee has now terminated this first stage of its work.

2. CO-OPERATION OF THE PRESS IN THE WORK OF MORAL DISARMAMENT.

Following the same methods, the Committee also appointed a Sub-Committee to examine
a draft resolution submitted by the Polish Government concerning the assistance which the
Press might afford to the work of moral disarmament. Having accepted this draft resolution
as a basis of discussion, the Sub-Committee deemed it desirable to hear representatives of inter-
national groups of journalists.

After this exchange of views, the Sub-Committee proceeded to prepare a preliminary state-
ment, which, as soon as it is ready, will be submitted to the Committee when the Conference
resumes its work.

3.. QUESTIONS OF A LEGAL CHARACTER.

At its first meetings, the attention of the Committee had been specially drawn to the
importance of questions of a juridical and constitutional nature which arise in connection with
the problem of moral disarmament.

In view of the complexity of these problems, the Committee appealed to the great experience
of M. Pella, delegate of Roumania, who was good enough to lay his knowledge unreservedly at
the Committee's disposal. A special Sub-Committee has been set up to examine a comprehensive
memorandum in which M. Pella has set out all the data and bases of discussion necessary for a
detailed study of the question. This study will be undertaken as soon as the Conference resumes
work.

THE COMMITTEE'S PROGRAMME OF WORK DURING THE SUSPENSION
OF THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE.

In view of the stage at which the Committee has arrived in its work, the Committee decided
that, in order to facilitate the resumption of its labours, it would be desirable, while the Conference
was in adjournment, to instruct a Sub-Committee to conduct certain preparatory enquiries. This
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Sub-Committee will meet at the time deemed to be most opportune, when convened by its chairman.
It will proceed to adapt the texts already examined at the first reading, and will, mainly on the
basis of the recent proposals put forward by the British and American delegations, prepare
suggestions as to the best form in which the Committee may subsequently submit its recom-
mendations to the Political Commission.

Conf.D./C.G.9.

Geneva, March I5th, I932.

COMMUNICATION FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE NAVAL
COMMISSION TO THE GENERAL COMMISSION.

At the request of the President, the Secretary-General has the honour to communicate to the
General Commission the following letter which the President of the Naval Commission addressed
to him on March I4th, 1932.

Geneva, March I4th, I932.

I have the honour to forward to you herewith a report-to which is attached a draft agenda-
which was submitted to-day to the Naval Commission by its Bureau and approved.

The Naval Commission has, therefore, established an agenda and has already begun the
discussion thereof.

Two matters not referred to in the report-

Argentine proposal (copy attached, see page 275);
Netherlands proposal (copy attached, see page 275)-

are considered by the Bureau of the Naval Commission, in agreement with the respective
delegations, to require discussion by the General Commission before thay can be discussed by the
Naval Commission.

(Signed) Erik COLBAN,
President of the Naval Commission.

REPORT BY THE BUREAU OF THE NAVAL COMMISSION.

In accordance with the decision taken by the Naval Commission at its second meeting,
March gth, its Bureau met at 4 p.m. on March ioth to consider the list of questions referred to the
Naval Commission by the General Commission (see document Conf.D.Io3, page I79) and:

A. To divide these questions into groups showing:

(a) Questions of which the discussion could be begun forthwith in the Naval
Commission;

(b) Questions of which the discussion could only be begun in the Naval Commission
after their previous discussion by the General or other Commission.

B. To decide on the order in which the questions coming under A (a) above should be
discussed.

Proposals in regard to these matters were sent in by the delegations of:

Argentine Republic, Netherlands,
United Kingdom, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Germany, United States of America.
Japan,

The delegations of these States, together with those of States which had taken part in the
discussion in the Naval Commission on March gth, were requested to attend-should they so
desire-the meeting of the Bureau, and the delegates of:

Argentine Republic, Italy,
United Kingdom, Netherlands,
France, United States of America,
Germany,

were present at the meeting.
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It was agreed to recommend to the Commission that the questions shown in the list given in
document Conf.D.Io3 (see page I79) should be dealt with as follows:

Items

I. Defer until after consideration of the corresponding questions by the Land Com-
2. mission.

4.
5- I5.

6 . Refer to the General Commission for previous consideration.

8.
9. 

Io. Discuss forthwith in the Naval Commission.
II.
I2. Refer to the General Commission for previous consideration.
13.

I5. Discuss forthwith in the Naval Commission.

16.
I7. Discuss forthwith in the Naval Commission. It was agreed that the reservation made

in the first line of Annex I of the draft Convention regarding previous Con-
ventions-should not be dealt with by the Naval Commission.

i8. Defer for subsequent discussion in the Naval Commission after decisions have been
reached in the General Commission in regard to items 7, 8 and 9.

I9. Discuss forthwith in the Naval Commission.
20. Defer until after consideration by the Expenditure Commission.

'2 } Defer until after discussion of items I, 2 and 3 above.
22. \
23. Defer until after discussion of item 20 above.
24. Discuss forthwith in the Naval Commission.
25. Defer for subsequent discussion in the Naval Commission after a decision has been

reached in the General Commission in regard to item 12.

From the above it will be seen that it is considered that the following questions can be
discussed forthwith in the Naval Commission. The order of discussion proposed is that set out
below:

Items IO, II, I3, 14, I5, I6, I7, I9, 24.

The attached draft agenda shows in detail the questions for discussion and the order in
which it is proposed they should be taken.

The President will keep in touch with the Presidents of the other Commissions and will
keep the Naval Commission informed of the progress of events of interest to it in the other
Commissions.

DRAFT AGENDA.

Notes. I- . The number in parentheses in the left-hand column is the item number in
the list of questions given in document Conf.D.Io3 (see page I79).

2. The wording in columns 2 and 3 is taken from the tables in document Conf.D.Io2.

3. Questions will, as a general rule, be discussed in the order shown below.

DRAFT CONVENTION. RELEVANT PROPOSALS.

I (Io). Article I7. I. Contracting Parties not to build or allow
to be built on their territories any warships

General undertaking. No vessel exceeding exceeding the prescribed limits.
limitations prescribed to be acquired by, or (U.S.S.R. - Conf.D.87, Article 17, para-
constructed by, for or within the jurisdiction graph (c) )
of any High Contracting Party.

2. Not to cause new vessels to be constructed
in foreign yards over and above the limits
laid down for each contracting State.

(U.S.S.R. - Conf.D.87, Article 17, para-
graph (d).)

2 (II). Article 18. Only replacement vessels to be built. Age-

Rules for replacement. limits for replacement. Replaced vessels not
to be used for warlike purposes.

(U.S.S.R. - Conf.D.87, Article I6, first
paragraph and paragraph (a), Article
I7(a).)
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DRAFT CONVENTION (continued). RELEVANT PROPOSALS (continued).

3 (I3). Article 20.

Use of war-vessels constructed for another
Power.

4 (I4). Article 21. No handing over or sale of warships to
another Power if such Power can use them

Cession of war-vessels to another Power. as ships supernumerary to its prescribedas warships supernumerary to its prescribed
establishment.

(U.S.S.R. - Conf.D.87, Article I7, para-
graph (b).)

5 (I5). Article 22. Rules for disposal. Disarmament of war-
ships; what this comprises. Procedure for

Rules re disposal of war-vessels. striking vessels off the establishment and
rendering them unfit for warlike purposes.

(U.S.S.R. - Conf.D.87, Article I4.)
6 (I6). Article 23.

Hulks or training establishments.

7 (I7). Annex I.

Exempt vessels.

8 (I9). Annex III to Chapter B of Part II. I. Amended definitions.

Definitions. (Germany. - Conf.D.79, II. A.I2.)

2. Standard displacement. Amended defi-
nition.

(U.S.S.R. - Conf.D.87, Article I6, Note.)

9 (24). Article 34.

Publicity regarding the construction of war-
vessels.

COMMUNICATION FROM THE ARGENTINE DELEGATION.

The Argentine delegation, having proposed to the Conference for the Reduction and Limitation
of Armaments that the countries non-signatories of the Washington and London Treaties should
engage not to build or acquire capital ships of over Io,ooo tons during the period of the Convention,
request that this question be referred to the General Commission as a preliminary question of
principle, which should be determined in advance and which might be inserted as paragraph (a)
of Item 4, Chapter B, " Naval Material ", of Part B of the questions to be referred to the General
Commission (document Conf.D.Io3; see page I77).

COMMUNICATION FROM THE NETHERLANDS DELEGATION.

In the opinion of the Netherlands delegation, its proposal concerning the prohibition of the
laying of automatic mines in the open sea should be placed on the list of questions to be
discussed, in the first instance, by the General Commission, from the point of view of principles.

Conf.D./C.G.30.
[Conf.D./Bureau. ii and 12.]

Geneva, July 6th, I932.

GENERAL COMMISSION.

EFFECTIVES.

In accordance with the decision of the Bureau, which met on July 5th, I932, the Secretary-
General has the honour to distribute to the General Commission the following documents:

I. Document Conf. D./Bureau. II: Communication from the President of the
Committee on Effectives to the President of the Conference, dated June gth, 1932.

II. Document Conf.D./Bureau. I2 : Draft Resolution submitted to the Bureau
by M. de Brouckere, M. Benes and Mr. Gibson, in execution of the Bureau's Decision of
June I4th, 1932. ____
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Conf.D./Bureau. I.

I. COMMUNICATION FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMITTEE ON EFFECTIVES

TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE, DATED JUNE 9TH, I932.

I have the honour to bring the following to your knowledge, for such action as you may deem
appropriate.

The Committee on Effectives was set up by the resolution of the General Commission of
May ioth, I932, which reads as follows:

" Since the question of ' effectives ' is upon the agenda to be considered by the Conference
in the near future; and

" Since any reasonable, just and acceptable steps for the mutual limitation and reduction
of effectives must be based upon comparable figures; and

" Since the various countries, in submitting their figures in regard to the strength of
average daily effectives and formations organised on a military basis, have not interpreted
the terms employed in the same sense; and

" In consequence, since no figures on a comparable basis are available for the use of this
Conference:

" It is the opinion of the Bureau that there be set up a Technical Committee for the
purpose of studying all pertinent information relating to figures for effectives, with a view
to preparing a report as to the numerical strength on a comparable basis of effectives maintained
by each country, for submission to the General Commission. The Committee will invite
representatives of each country concerned to appear before it in connection with the study
of any figures submitted by that country, in order to aid in reaching the desired conclusion."

The Committee established its programme of work. the first point being the definition of
terms employed. It began with the definition, to be used as a basis for the comparative tables,
of the average daily effectives of the armed forces in service (actual or realised). It was not found
possible to obtain unanimity on certain points of that definition, and consequently the Committee
adopted the following text:

" Whereas certain reservations have been made on certain points of paragraph I (b)
and to paragraph 5 of document Conf.D./Effectives.6 (3) concerning the bases of calculation
for a comparison of actual or realised effectives;

"Whereas the points on which the reservations have been formulated have only been
adopted by a majority of the Committee and that, in consequence, they must be submitted
to the General Commission for a final decision:

" The Committee decides that, pending that decision and, if found opportune, the receipt
of such supplementary indications as might be deemed necessary, the furnishing by States
of the requested figures on the points having been made the object of reservations shall be
optional and that any final conclusion on the possibility of rendering the figures of effectives
comparable shall be suspended."

As a consequence of the adoption of this resolution, the points referred to in its first paragraph
are submitted for decision to the General Commission.

The first difference of opinion concerns the first sentence of paragraph i(b)-namely, the
passage printed in italics in the following text:

" . It is understood that effectives (actual or realised) in service in land, sea and air
armed forces consist of:

" (a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

" (b) All persons receiving military training other than pre-military training, wherever
and however given.

" It is particularly understood that the effectives in reserve undergoing a period
of training are to be included in the calculation of effectives in service during this
period."

The Soviet delegation proposed to substitute for the words " wherever and however given "
the following:

" In units, military schools and other organisations under the control of the Departments
of National Defence."

This amendment was defeated by 7 votes to 5. 1

1 The Soviet delegation refers in this connection to the second and third paragraphs of its letter to the President
of the Committee (Appendix 3).
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The second difference of opinion concerned paragraph 5, relative to preliminary instruction.
This paragraph gave rise to two proposals: one by the French delegation, stating:

"That the term ' pre-military instruction' applies only to persons who have not as
yet reached the age of physical maturity most generally accepted in the various armies-i.e.,
I8 years of age ";

the other by the Italian delegation, reading as follows:

"Pre-military instruction is instruction, whether obligatory or voluntary, given to
young men who have not reached the requisite age for recruitment or voluntary engagement
in the armed forces of the State, in order to submit them to a first rudimentary preparation
of an essentially physical and athletic nature with the purpose of preparing them morally
and physically for military service."

The Committee, by 7 votes to 4, favoured the principle of the French proposal, which was
finally drafted as follows:

" It is understood that the term ' pre-military instruction' applies only to persons
who have not as yet reached the age at which voluntary engagements are most generally
accepted in the various armies-i.e., I8 years of age. Young men of at least I8 years of age
receiving military instruction may be separately classified if such instruction is given to them
outside schools and units of the armed forces properly so-called. 

The Committee decided, moreover, to submit to the General Commission a certain number
of questions which had not as yet come up for discussion and which relate to the jurisdiction of
the Committee. These questions figure in the documents annexed hereto [" Proposal of the French
Delegation " (Appendix I); "Questions submitted to the General Commission by the Italian
Delegation " (Appendix 2); " Letter from the Soviet Delegation" (Appendix 3); "Letter from
the German Delegation" (Appendix 4)].

The Committee would be very grateful if you would be good enough to take measures which
would allow it to receive as soon as possible the decision requested, and to be in a position to bring
its work to a successful conclusion.

(Signed) DE BROUCKERE,
President of the Committee.

Appendix 1.

PROPOSAL BY THE FRENCH DELEGATION.

The French delegation proposes that the General Commission should be asked to decide that
for purposes of equitable comparison between effectives of land, sea and air armed forces, the
following should be counted separately in the particulars already supplied, in accordance with the
tables of Article 30 of the draft Convention, and in order to take into account the different charac-
teristics of the various systems of armed forces:

(a) Recruits not having completed their elementary training-i.e., with less than six
months' military training; 

(b) Officers; 2
(c) Other ranks of land, sea and air armed forces having completed at least two years

of service; 2
(d) Effectives of land and air armed forces stationed in the home country;
(e) Effectives of land and air armed forces stationed overseas.

The particulars asked for in paragraphs (b), (d) and (e) are specifically referred to in the draft
Convention and have been repeatedly explained. In particular, it seems essential to the French
delegation to show separately the effectives which States are obliged to maintain so as to keep order
in large oversea territories, in order that an equitable comparison may be made between the effec-
tives of these States and those of countries which have not the same responsibilities.

The French delegation proposes six months for the duration of the elementary training of
recruits, because this period corresponds with the rules in force in numerous countries, and in

1 In the case of armed forces recruited by voluntary engagement, when entry into service may take place at any
time in the year, the information referred to in paragraphs (a) and (c) may be given approximately by means of a percentage.

2 These particulars apply to armed land forces. Special provisions may be laid down for air forces--for example,
ards th e numerical data of paragraphs (c) and (d).
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the report of Sub-Commission A (page 39) it was unanimously recognised by the experts of all
delegations that:

" . . . generally speaking, individuals who have had six months' or less training
must be given a relatively lower rating than individuals who have undergone longer periods
of training."

As regards the minimum period of two years' service for other ranks referred to in paragraph
(c) above, this period is smaller than that provided for in the draft Convention-i.e., than the
maximum period of service in force in conscript armies. As far as it is concerned, however, the
French delegation accepts the figure of two years, because it regards it as possible to utilise the
majority of soldiers of this category, whether conscripts or volunteers, as cadres or as instructors
for recruits; but the French delegation is ready to accept a figure in excess of two years if this
is found to be necessary to meet the requirements of other delegations.

On account of the different constructions that have been placed in the Committee on the
scope of its terms of reference, the French delegation proposes that the General Commission be
asked to make those terms of reference clearer on the two following points:

(a) Is the Committee to confine its examination to the information contemplated in
Article 30 of the draft Convention and in columns (a) and (b) of the tables annexed to that
article, or may it extend its field of operations to all questions concerning effectives, no matter
to what article of the draft Convention they relate, with the single exception of questions on
which the Preparatory Commission gave a negative decision, and of which no technical
examination could be undertaken except upon a new decision by the General Commission ?

(b) In the course of its efforts to find equitable bases for comparison in regard to
effectives, may the Committee consider whether such rules as it has accepted are equally
capable of practical application to limitation undertakings, and may it formulate proposals
on this subject, if it so desires ?

Appendix 2.

PROPOSAL BY THE ITALIAN DELEGATION.

Questions to be submitted to the General Commission.
i. Efectives.

What are the kind or kinds of effectives (legal, realised, budgetary) which will have to be
considered by the Committee in calculating effectives ?

2. Preparatory Military Training.

For the purposes of No. 51 of the report annexed to the draft Convention of the Preparatory
Commission for Disarmament, should preparatory military training be regarded as any training
given previous to enlistment (by conscription or voluntary enlistment), or only as that given
between certain age-limits before such enlistment ?

3. Untrained Recruits.

Should untrained recruits be mentioned in a separate column in addition to their inclusion
in the figure of total effectives ?

Within what time-limits should recruits be regarded as untrained ?

4. Soldiers who exceed a Given Length of Service.

Should soldiers, other than officers, who exceed a given contractual period of service be shown
separately ?

What should be the duration of the contractual period of service for this calculation ?

5. Professional Soldiers.

In calculating effectives, should any consideration be given to the different military value
of conscripts, professional soldiers, or those who in any way exceed a given contractual period of
service ?

6. Armed Forces in the Home Country or overseas.

Should the effectives of the land and air armed forces stationed in the home country be
indicated separately from those stationed overseas ?

Should the effectives of the land and air armed forces stationed overseas be given in the
aggregate, or separately for each colony, or separately in two groups, one relating to colonies
near the home country and the other relating to distant colonies ?
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Appendix 3.

LETTER FROM THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS DELEGATION.

As at this moment our Committee is requesting the President of the Conference to place on
the agenda a number of questions the solution of which is absolutely indispensable if the work of
the Committee on Effectives is to continue, I should like, further to the observations I have had
occasion to make in the Committee itself, to define the views of the Soviet delegation with regard
to the present situation.

The Soviet delegation does not think that the Committee on Effectives has encountered any
really material obstacles in the task assigned to it by the General Commission. A comparison of
the figures in the special edition of the Military Year-Book is quite feasible in the light of the
definitions already unanimously adopted by the Committee on Effectives. I refer to the constituent
parts of the armed forces quoted in Article I (a) of document Conf.D./Effectives.6(3) with the
addition of reservists liable to be called up for further training, counting the days of service.

The Soviet delegation is bound to note that the interruption of the work or our Committee
is due to the opinion expressed by certain delegations concerning the necessity of taking into
account several other factors which other delegations, the Soviet delegation included, do not think
it possible to take into account in view of the limited terms of reference assigned to us by the
General Commission.

In opposing the consideration of the supplementary factors set out in document
Conf.D./Effectives.6(3), which were not unanimously adopted by our Committee, the Soviet
delegation believes that it is necessary to continue the work of the Committee on Effectives on the
lines indicated and to proceed immediately to examine the figures submitted by the various
States. The Soviet delegation also believes that it would be very desirable to submit the following
important questions to the General Commission, with a view to reduction in conformity with
the principles of the future Convention:

i. Militarily trained reserves.
2. Persons subject to pre-military training.

3. Persons studying military questions in public or private organisations.

(Signed) LANGOVOY,

Delegate.

Appendix 4.

LETTER FROM THE GERMAN DELEGATION.

The German delegation is convinced that the Committee on Effectives is in a position to
continue the work entrusted to it by the General Commission's resolution of May iith, 1932, 1

provided it confines itself, in accordance with that resolution, to the particulars asked for in
columns (a) and (b) of Tables I to VII and in column (a) of Tables VIII to XII annexed to Article 30
of the draft Convention. In this connection, the German delegation assumes that the explanations
requested in Article 30 will be given, and that, in accordance with the draft Convention, the
particulars to be inserted in Tables II and V will be furnished separately for the different colonies.

If, however, other delegations considered it necessary to supplement the particulars already
given by Governments by additional data for purposes of comparison, and if the Committee
decided to submit the questions which then arise, independently of the continuation of its original
work, to the General Commission in the form of a decision, the German delegation would feel
obliged to attach to it the following questions, in so far as they are not raised by other delegations
beforehand:

I. Do the average daily effectives of effectives with the colours alone constitute a basis
of comparison of the military value of the effectives of the armed forces of a country, or should
there be taken into account, for purposes of comparison, besides the annual contingent,
trained reserves which, after completing their service with the colours, continue to be registered
and liable by law for military service ? Moreover, should all the effectives, including all the
trained reserves, be estimated according to their military value ? (See German reservations
No. 79, last paragraph, and No. 187 (a) and (b), of the report of the Preparatory Commission;
see pages 38 and 49 of this series.)

2. Should "preparatory training " include all training prior to enrolment, or only
training given below a certain age ? (See Nos. 51 and I92 of the report of the Preparatory
Commission, document C.69o.M.289.Ig3o.IX; see pages 36 and 50 of this series.)

3. In filling up column (b) of the tables annexed to Article 30, is it necessary, should
particulars be requested of other men who have performed x months' service, also to give the

1 See second paragraph of document Conf.D./Bureau.I I, above.
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particulars corresponding to column (d) (effectives whose period of service has exceeded the
legal period, but is less than x months) ? (See No. 6i of the report of the Preparatory
Commission; see page 37 of this series.)

4. Should the armed forces stationed overseas be shown separately from those of the
home country, and, in particular, should they be shown separately according to the various
oversea territories, or should the armed forces in territories near the home country be added,
for purposes of comparison, to those of the home country ? (See German reservation No. 73
of the report of the Preparatory Commission; see page 38 of this series.)

(Signed) SCHONHEINZ.

Conf.D./Bureau. 12.

II. DRAFT RESOLUTION SUBMITTED TO THE BUREAU BY M. DE BROUCKtRE,
M. BENES AND MR. GIBSON IN EXECUTION OF THE BUREAU'S DECISION

OF JUNE I4TH, I932.

In consideration of the letter of the Chairman of the Committee on Effectives, dated June gth,
I932 (document Conf.D./Bureau.ii);

Noting that the letter and its annexes raise various questions regarding the elements which
should or should not be taken into account in comparing effectives in service or undergoing
training in the various countries;

Leaving it to the General Commission to give a reply on these questions;

The Bureau:

i. Requests the General Commission to give a decision on the questions raised in the letter
from the Chairman of the Committee on Effectives and its annexes in time to enable the
Committee to pursue its task without interruption;

2. Recommends that the Committee should establish, according to a uniform method of
calculation for the elements enumerated in the provisional agenda given below and in the order
laid down in that agenda, the average daily actual (or real) effectives in service or undergoing
training.

I. Armed Forces.

I. Effectives of the units and formations (troops, schools and services) of the armed forces
proper stationed in the home country.

(a) Officers;
(b) Recruits not having completed their elementary training-i.e., having less than

six months' military training;
(c) Soldiers other than officers, cadets, non-commissioned officers and men (including

persons of equivalent rank) having completed more than two years of service.
(d) Total effectives of officers, cadets, non-commissioned officers and men (including

persons of equivalent rank).

Note. - It is understood that, pending a decision by the General Commission, communication
of the figures asked for under letters (b) and (c) will be optional.

2. Effectives of units and formations (troops, schools and services) of the armed forces
proper stationed overseas:

(a)

(b) as above.
(c)
(d) J

Note. - Same remark as for i.

3. Reserve effectives undergoing a period of training:

(a) Officers;
(b) Other effectives.

The General Commission will be called upon to pronounce, among other points, upon the
question whether figures will have to be established with regard to the following elements. If,
when the Committee has finished establishing the figures relating to the elements referred to
under Nos. I, 2 and 3 above, the General Commission has not yet taken a decision on this subject,
the Committee will draw up a report to the General Commission stating its opinion in this
connection.

It is expressely understood that, pending a decision by the General Commission, any final
conclusion on the possibility of making the figures of effectives comparable will be suspended.

4. Youths under 18 receiving pre-regimental training.


